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New Orleans DA Makes
Charge In King's Death

Funeral Services
At St. John A.M.E.
PINE BLUFF, Ark. — Fa- students at Arkansas AM&N
neral services for Miss Sharon College, were slightly injured
Davis, 19-year-old in the accident, as was Mr
Lorraine
daughter of the president of Davis.
Miss Davis was a junior maArkansas AM&N College, were
held here Monday morning at joring in psychology at Kalamazoo College in Kalamazoo,
the St. John AME Church.
Miss Davis, daughter of Dr. Mich., and was home for the
and Mrs. Lawrence Davis, was holidays.
killed early,last Friday morn- Besides her parents, she is
ing while returning home from survived by two sisters, Missa holiday party in a car being es Gail and Janice Davis; and
eriven by her cousin, Gerald, four brothers, Lawrence, Jr.,
1-Larnell, Ronald, and Michael
Davis, 20.
Sources in Pine Bluff said Wayne Davis, all of Pine Bluff.
the youth lost control of the Officiating at the funeral was
vehicle and it crashed into a the Rev. T. D. Alexander, pastor of the St. John AME
tree and a house.
Miss Davis died while being Church.
carried to the Jefferson Hos- P. K. Miller Mortuary was in
charge of the funeral. Burial
pital in Pine Bluff.
Two other passengers, Louis was in the P. K. Miller CemeBobo and Miss Ethel Collins, tery.

Coca- Cola Prepares
Negro History Kit

ALL-OUT FOR UNCF —
Two of the key figures in
the local campaign for the
United Negro College Fund
are, left to right: George
W. Cox, principal of Walk-

er Elementary School, and
W. C. "Bill" Weathers,
manager of Oates Manor.
Mr. Weathers is general
chairman of the drive and
Mr. Cox is serving as

chairman of the City School
Teachers Division. A final report meeting Monday
night, Jan. 6, will end the
drive.

Cekbrate
Founders Day Here

Legislator To Opposel
Stop - And - Frisk Bill

To
able in all three cases to state, DeitaS
ATLANTA, Ga. — An ex- Africau-American Through Hisa
as
they
that
were
probability,
panded and more detailed stu- tory" is the theme of the 19691!
all accomplished by the same
dy kit for high schools and li- ASNLH Study Kit. Dr. Wesley
force and that they were all
braries will soon be available noted that the new addition is
. . intelligence assassinathe
to
contribution
significant
a
through The Assocation fur the'
tions."
Neyear's
Study of Negro Life and His- enrichment of next
Asked by author Paris Flamtory. Plans for the observance gro History Week observance.
monde
if U. S. intelligence op- Mrs. Freeman is associate Mrs. Freeman is a member
prepared
has
Association
of Negro History Week, includ- The
eratives
are responsible, Gar- general counsel of the St. Lou- of the Missouri State Bar and
ing a new slide film and rec- and developed programs for
rison
said.
"Yes, particularly is Housing and Land Clearance the Washington, D. C., Bar and
ord, were announced recently Negro History Week since 1926.
p racticed has been admitted to practice
true with regard to the assas- Authorities, has
by Dr. Charles H. Wesley exec- Dr Wesley expects the inAtty Ira H. Murphy. state er and the wounding of the merely a law of terror to be sination of President Kennedy law since 1949, and served as before the U. S. Supreme
utive director of the Associ- terest in the observance to con- representative from
District man's wife on clarasttna.$__Zve,. aimed at the black community, and Martin Luther King I an assistant in the Office of Court.
ation.
tinue at a higher level than Six of Shelby County, said
"While I am in favor of the
think all other alternatives are Price Administration and the Before her election as naand I will fight it at the outset
The film and recording en-, ever before.
this week that he is "strongly .persons guilty of this dastardly,
now eliminated. These are U. S. Treasury Department.
tional president of Delta Sigtitled, "Black Treasures," wasi 'Harold Hamilton, who is co-: against a proposed stop-and- act* being brought to justice and do all within my power clearly assassinations in which A native of Danville, Va., ma Theta, Mrs. Freeman had
developed by Coca-Cola USA1 ordinating the activity for the frisk law which is being asked and being punished. I do not
she attended Hampton Institute served as national first vice
to defeat it," Mr. Murphy told the CIA is deeply involved.
for use with study and program: Market Development Depart- for by the Memphis Police De- think that it merits the passage
"This does not necessarily and earned her bachelor of president. She is a member of
the Tr -Slate Defender.
kits during the observance of ment, Coca-Cola USA, said, partment officials following the of a stop-and-frisk law.
mean that the command came laws degree from Howard Uni- the board of directors of the
Negro History Week on Feb- The Association for the Study recent murder of a young fath-I "The stop-and-frisk law is
He said the law is subject down from the top, but it does versity in Washington, D. C. National Council of Negr o
ruary 9-16, 1969. The kits are of Negro Life has been the
mean that at least a major Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Women, a member of the St.
to abuse, unconstitutional on
prepared each year at ASNLH leading force in research and
component
of the CIA is nowl members from at least three 'Louis branch of the NAACP.
its face, and that the Police
headquarters in Washington, continuous interest in the hisin the business of exterminat- states will assemble in Mem- League of Women Voters and
already has sufDepartment
tory of the black man in
ing any national leaders who1 phis next Sunday at the Ward the
D.C.
Tabernacle
Washington
ficient authority to stop and
The new film and record is America. We are glad to play
Chapel AME Church at 1125 S. Baptist Church.
believe to are opposed to the perpetuation
they
persons
search
of the Cold War, as well as to Parkway Eas! for the celebra- In private life. Mrs. Freeman
not a documentary of the his- a part in this excellent prohave committed crimes.
our adventures in Asia. And I tion of Founders Day.
tory of black Americans, but a gram."
is married to Shelby T. Free"But with this proposed law." think it will continue," Gar- The guest
presentation that emphasizes The combined set of materispeaker for the man, Jr., has one daughter and
Atty. Murphy explained, "the rison said.
the need for a more thorough als will enable teachers, lipublic program at 3:15 p.m. lives in St. Louis.
police will have the power to
understanding of Negro history. brarians, youth organizations
Asked if he believed a con- will be Mrs. Frankie Muse
President of th he ost ss
The program encourages black and other groups to promote a
decorationswhich reflected the carry out raids on Negro es- nection existed between the Freeman of Si. Louis, Mo., an chapters for Founders' Day
terrorize killings of King and President
and
and white students alike to broad range of activities dur- together for lunch complaints spirit of the Christmas Holi- tablishments
attorney and president of the are Mrs. Mattie B. Crossley,
blacks like they did in the days Kennedy, Garrison said he had 50,000-member Delta
become better acquainted with ing Negro History Week oberve are sometimes made about to days.
Sigma alumnae chapter; Miss Gladys
Ceump was in control."
"strong evidence."
the history of black Americans. ance.
Theta Sorority, a women's pub- Harvey, Alpha Upsilon of Lemuch salt meat being over; The ladies raved about the Mr.
Garrison charged that, if lic service organization.
'ft. also shows the importance To date, many such groups; cooked, or some complaint, that1 menu of turkey, ham and all
Moyne-Owen College, and Miss
Mr. Murphy said a stop-andof including Negro history in as mentioned above have writ- doesn't reflect to well on the the trimmings.
Deborah
Green, Epsilon Kappa
frisk law would not have pre- Sen. Kennedy had lost the
Hostesses for the meeting
Among those who enjoyed vented the Christmas Eve Democratic primary in Callschool studies to educators and ten to the Asseeiation at 1538 hostess' cooking ability.
of Memphis State University.
will
the
be
alumnae,
Alpha
Ninth Street, N.W., Washing- Such was not the case when the meal were Mrs. Nettie Ro- slaying or any of several which
parents.
Upsilon and Epsilon Kappa
"Changing the Image of the ton, n C.
the Women's Missioeary Union gers and Mrs. Mildred Myers, the Memphis Police Departchapters.
Sorors will be comd The Tennessee Regular Bap- special guest of the organiza- ment has failed to solve in reing from Jackson, Miss., and
their
tion.
for
met
Convention
tist
cent years.
Tenn., Itta Bena, Miss., and
Mrs. Hamblin is Vice Presi'luncheon at Golden Leaf BapHayti, Mo.
dent of the Womens dept., Mrs. "I think that more police
tist Church.
Serving on the Founders'
manpower is needed and a.
and
president
is
Brooks
by,
E.
W.
prepared
was
meal
The
paof
Day
method
committee are Mrs. Mose
effective
more
presiis
Campbell
E.
A.
Dr.,
the
Mrs. L. A. Hamblin wife of
for," the legisYvonne Hooks, chairman; Mrs.
pastor. During the luncheon'dent of the Tennessee Regular trolling called
Charlotte B. Polk, music; Miss
lator stated.
the ladies noted the tastefull Baptist Convention.
Alteena Foster, ushers; Ind
Miss Maggie L. McDowell
Postmaster General W. Mar- program is scheduled to be
in the top 75 post
and Mrs. Rubye Gadison, pubvin Watson this week announc- operational
Trainees will receive
Funeral services for Rev. licity -arrangements.
ed that 180 management train- offices.
in the suinstruction
on-job
Eugene Bates, who served as Mrs. Freeman, the fourtenth
ees will be selected from the
of mail processing oppastor of Mt. Gilliam Baptist president to serve as national
ranks of postal employees and pervision
including work schederations,
level
Church at 1029 Raymond st, president of the sorority, was
groomed for executive
uling. collection, distribution
for more than 40 years, were elected to the post during the
careers.
delivery of Mails. Particiand
particiheld there last Sunday morn- 29th National Convention in
said,
Meanwhile, be
pants will be encouraged to reCincinnati in August 1967.
ing.
pants in the older management
college part-time to
Rcv. Bates, who was 70, She was the first and only
intern program beginning in turn to
seek degrees; the Post Office
died in Baptist Meniorial Hos- woman to serve as a comJanuary will be placed in priDepartment will pay tuition
pital on Saturday morning, missioner on the U. S. Civil
bulk
and
transportation
vate
and buy books for- job:related
Dec. 21.
.Rights Commission, having
mailing companies to study
courses.
He was the husband of the been appointed to that office by
postal service problems from
late Mrs. Lucretia Bates and President Lyndon B. Johnson
Trainees will begin at pay
the industry viewpoint.
MRS. FRANKIE FREEMAN
lived at 742 Hanley at. He is on March 1, 1964.
"Our new management train- level PFS-6 ($6,348 to $6,680
by
one
survived
daughter, three
ee program is a search for and advance, upon satisfactory
granddaughters and other relatalent within our postal fami• performance, to PFS-8, ($7,286
tives.
($8,535
ly " Mr. Watson said. "We in- to $9,716) and PFS-10
Officiating at the funeral
tend to encourage our moM to $11,001).
were Revs. W. Herbert Brewpromising employees to pre- The program is aimed at
ster, L. R. Donson Memphis:
According to Mrs. Opal Rags- January in almost all trades
pare themselves for manage- career employees who have a
and E. D. McNeely of New
caadministrative
who
or
college
and
Manpower Specialist at- for young men and women,
dale,
of
moat
year or two
York.
reers. I expect the program; have demonstrated exceptionA Masonic service was held Map-South Inc., 302 young peo- ages 16 through 21 "
together with our management al ahility. Each participating
ter, first alternate, Univer- on last Saturday night.
flanked by Oliver Ingram,
sent to Job Corps Interested persons are asked
internships for college grad post office will choose- its train- COLLEGIATES. QUEENS
Active pallbearers were C. ple have been
of Michigan; and Sansity
and
CA,
of
president
left,
Jefferson,
Debor.sh
Miss
—
assistuates, to be of major
Jackson, A. Braggs, Joe Lee, Training School by Map-South to make application at the Mapees from its own employees.
dra Price, second alterRichard G. Foster, Jr.,
top row, center, was crownHenry McGregory, John Cum- Inc. at 138 S. Fourth St. Some I South Inc office at 138 S Fourance to us in our efforts to de- The opportunity will be publiUniState
Memphis
nate,
coand
president
a vice
ed "Miss Collegiate Queen
velop a new generation of lead-; cized within the post office,
versity; and James Sykes, mings and Henry Dowell.
organizaton.
the
of
founder
annual
the
are now th (between Beale and Union)
1968-0"
at
of
Burial was in New Park have graduated and
erishit: for the postal service1 and interested persons must
secretary. 'The affair was
On front row, from left,
Ball
Holiday
Christmas
employed.
each Monday and Tues d a y.
Federal
of the future.••
pass 3 nen-competitive
held last Friday night at Cemetery with Victory Funeral
Roberson
Bernard
a re
sponsored here by Calleis an opportunity for one
"This
e
"W
Ragsdale,
Mrs.
Said
arrangeof
charge
in
Home
First trainees were appoint- Service Entrance Examination
Paradise.
Club
founder of Collegiate Assogiatz. Associates and the
while you learn."
earn
to
and
inl
beginning
classes
Atlanta
new
have
in
*December
ments.
ed in
ciates: Misses Aretha FOC.
I Fisk University cued is
(See Page 4)
Los Angeles, and by 1970 the
•

•

fornia, "he'd be alive today.",cabal element of the CIA" that
His victory, the New Orleans1 he would reopen the case, Gardistrict attorney said, marked' rison said. "I think in his case
him for murder because, if he, they had no other alternative.
became president, he would I'm sure they were reluctant to
disengage U. S. forces from have to go through another
assassination, but they were not
military action in Asia.
He said Senator Kennedy taking the chance of his becomhad not contradicted the War- ing President.
ren Report on his brother's Garrison said "the governkilling because he felt power- mental power involved" will
less to do anything about it attempt to break up his Shaw
"until he became President." trial prosecution by legal or
said
"I think all other alternatives Garrison said he had been extra-legal methods. He
killed
the
be
by
to
expects
be
Senator's
the
by
cted
a
cont
are now eliminated,- he said
to sound
in an exclusive interview in the emissaries who told him Sen- CIA. "I don't want
is very
January issue of Evergreen Re- ator Kennedy understood gloomy but my attitude
to surexpect
don't
I
simple
beguns
are
many
"There
view magazine. Garrison, who
charged in May of last year tween him and the White vive this thing (trial). But I
that the CIA was hampering House " Garrison said he had don't worry about it. I'm going
At
his investigation into the presi- -no doubt" Senator Kennedy to keep pushing ahead.
dent's death, also said there is would have reopened his broth- least, they're going to know
"a probable _connection" be- er's murder case if he was they were danced with."
The New Orleans official
tween the CIA and Sen, Robert, elected president.
interviewed by author
he
that
was
think
fact
"I
the
Kennedy's murder last June.
In the last killing. Garrison (Sen. Kennedy) was killed so Fla m monde for the a rti ele
said, the CIA likely used "ai quickly indicates that there's "Why President Kennedy was
cover organization." In thel no question in the mind of the Killed."
ether murders, he says, CIA
agentse were involved directly,I

NEW ORLEANS — District
Attorney James Garrison of
New Orleans has charged that
agents of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) are "deeply involved" in the killings of
both President John F. Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther
King. Similar statements have
been made before by such persons as Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell and attorneys
for James Earl Ray.

_I-

W. M. U. Holds
Christmas Luncheon

Post Office To Train
180 For Management

I

Mt. Gilliam's
Pastor Eugene
Bates Buried

Map-South Seeks To Train Youths

I.
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Household Tip

Segregation Was Way Of
Life In Marine Corps

Paver tales are similar to
quarry tiles in use and appearance, but are made by the
dust-pressed method of natural
clays and porcelain.

1111111

Save i1 111111(1k!

Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

at

The Encyclopedia Britannic& survive the training. For Negro stewards in the Navy, it was bedefine., Marines as sea soldiers,
Marines, the long road from coming offensive and perpetuar
j
tir.v is, trained for fighting at
ing antagonism.
,ea as well as on I a n d. The segregated units confined to cerUnited States Marine Corps was lain service categories. only, to In the Spring of 947. a change'
fotinded in 1775. It is under the full acceptance has been a pain. in manpower policy was insti- 1
tuted. Negro .Marines were givdirection of the Secretary of the ful adjustment.
•
en their choice of a transfer to
Navy and its duty under the nation's naval policy is to support In World War II, at first white the stewards branch or being'
the leet or any part of it in the instructors were used for train- discharged from the service.i
accomplishment of its mission. ing Negro recruits, but as soon Such a policy was so obviously'
as Negroes could be brained to raeist that something had to be
The corps operates as a sep- perform these duties, the white done.
arate entity with its own struc- non-commissioned officers were
ture. The present commandant replaced. Figures from World Executive Order 9981 issued
is General Leonard F. Chap- War II show these Negro casual- by President Harry Truman was
man, a four-star officer. Next ties: Killed in a c t i on, 10; published in 1848, forbade disin command to him is IA. Gen. wounded in acton. 89: died of crimination in the Armed ForcLewis W. Wait, famed for his wounds. 2: combat fatigue, 11. es. It created a series of policy
role as Commanding General of The latter category is partici' decisions regarding the role of
from "Xerxes" by Handel,
In an interview with Mr.
the Third Marine Amphibious lady interesting because in lay- the Negro in the Marine Corps. ON TELEPHONE HOUR
and "0 Don Fatale" from
Voorhees, Miss Anderson
Forces in Vietnam. General man's language, it means situ - Ilthough they were recruited — Marian Anderson, world
Verdi's "D on Carlos."
recalls some of the highWait returned to the States in ply mental breakdown. It is ex- for general service, their as- Famous star of opera and
"Encores from the Bell
lights of her distinguished
June, 1967 after some 25 months traordinary that there were so signments, regardless of s-pe- concert stages, will be the
Telephone Hour" is preMusical
selections
conductor
career.
of
guest
featured
units
designated
to
were
cialty
in Vietnam.
few of these among Negro persented each Sunday by the
sung by Miss Anderson will
Donald Voorhees on "Ensonnel, considering the extreme- within the Fleet Marine Forces
Bell System.
include "He's Got the
the Bell Teleconditions under and to specified bases within cores from
tradition and pride of accom- 1Y arduous
World
Sunday,
His
Whole
in
on
Hands,"
Hour"
phone
inents.
establish
supporting
the
they worked and the add'
plishment are inculcated into which
"Deep River," "Largo,"
Jan. 19, over NBC Radio.
burden of racial separatism. In September, 1948 there were
the men of the corps until they ed
are rounded into perhaps the Admittedly. it was a problem 1522 enlisted men and one offideadliest fighting men in t h e to maintain two separate Ma- cer on active duty. In May, 1949 Parris Island for basic training gmo recruits were to be trained
world. Their motto is Semper rine Corps. As a matter of fact. no first term Negro enlistees i I; separate platoons with Negro with white recruits on a nonFidelis (Ever Faithful). Their the number of Negroes in the were accepted for general serv- drill instructors. The block of segregated basis: individual Neemblem worn a san insignia service dropped from a peak of ice, they were recruited for serial numbers reserved for Ne- gro Marines were to be assignand emblazoned on their stand- 17,119 in September, 1945 to 2238 stewards duty only. The Negro gro personnel was eliminated. ed in accordance with MOS vaards, is the western hemisphere by Dec., 1945. Little was done community responded with cool'training of recruits was slow cancies in any unit where their
superimposed upon a foul an- to attract more Negroes into indifference because of this per- because of low quotas now es- service could be effectively utilized; Negro women Marines
ablished for Negro recruits.
chor and surmounted by an the service, except for the sistent stigmata.
fall of 1949, several ex- would be recruited for general
eagle with wing spread."
stewards branch had become Many inducements were pro- In the
Negro recruits, isting personnel policies were service; in the Organized ReThat description of the Ma- symbolic of the most menial, posed to attract
guar- modified. Negro officers were serve, individuals would be eel
promotions,
rapid
as
such
rines is what has long attracted demeaning, degrading and lackBak•d In Memphis by Aitemphians
etc. The Mont-1 1muted to command of those cepted based solely on mental,'
schooling,
anteed
advancefor
opportunity
d
n
in
a
rush•d rushed dolly to your big
creeds
ing
men of all races,
composed entirely of Ne- moral and physical qualifica-I
and
units
closed
was
Camp
Point
ford
IL Knott supermarket for
Hogu•
using
of
custom
the
classes into the corps, knowing ment. Like
maximum freshness.
recruits were assigned to gro enlisted personnel: all Ne- tions.
full well that only the fittest Filipinos exclusively for mess all
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Labor Secretary Urges Minority
Youths To Become Craftsmen

Only In America
The Student Riots

— Assistant Directing his remarks tolleast adequate enough to inWASHINGTON
Secretary of Labor Stanley H. criticisms of curriculum insure that the individual acBy HARRY GOLDEN
financial necessity for the
Ruttenberg has called upon the local school systems, Rotten- quires the basic education nomembers of the middle and
Apprenticeship Infor- berg said, "We must make icessary to prepare for apprenNation's
I am filled with admiration upper-middle class which is
Center di rectors sure that the curriculum is at iticeship."
mation
for the rootin-tootin' tactics roughly a 1 most everybody.
to "Stimulate in Black, Puerto
of S. I. Hayakawa, the seman- The students bend to the reRican, Mexican-American, Inticist turned university pnesi- quirement. The trouble comes
dian, and any other minority
dent who is determined to when the tudents realize that
youth, the desire to be a skillkeep his school open 'despite they not only have to put in
ed craftsman."
the students bent on closing it. four years in which they do
Addressing the first annual
These students at San Fran- not participate in the working
Conference of Apprenticeship
cisco State College will not world as full adult members,
Information Center directors in
make a casualty out of Haya• but that the university also
Washington, Ruttenberg, who
kavva as the students at Colum- has some minimal standards
is also the Labor Department's
bia made a casualty out. of they must meet..
'Manpower Administrator, emPresident Grayson Kirk.
phasized the important role
anti-intellectual,
For t h e
playi?cl by the Centers in the
On my lecture trips I have four years of passing grade
national apprenticeship proasked
many teachers and just to qualify for a trainee
PIGIONS WAIT TO BE FED
many students about the mean- position with a major ;orporaThese pigeons block a path in Lincoln
day. They gather in this one place regular- gram.
ing of these disorders or vio- tion is an impossibly strenuly, knowing that people will come with food.
Park„ as they wait for passersby to feed
Pointing to the growing tenlent protests and I have heard ous demand.
(UPI Telephoto)
them following a 3-to-4 Inch snowfall Saturdency
of Amirican youth to
a great many answers to my
Awn the skilled trades in favor
questions. Basically, I be- It is a much more pleasant
of what appears to be more
•
lieve these riots ar inspired by prospect for the anti-intellectromantic
lifetime careers, Rutpick
•
that
he
•
demand
intellectual disposition among ual to
tenberg said that young men
on the faculty and the requirethe students.
must be made to understand
Most of the professors I ments than on a Board of 'Rethat
there is as much a future'
EduBoard
of
State
talked to insisted the bulk,gents or
in the skilled trades, if not
what
not
is
This
cation.
of
the
protestors
student
•more, as in any other career
•
were always the C- or D stu- is going to happen. Whether
pursuit.
class,
or
first
dents. They are often led by you travel tourist
The Assistant Secretary told
the
pick
not
passengers
do
articulate and facile students,
his listeners they must get
captain.
but these are in the monority.
their message into the school
The students who storm thel Hence the riots. And the
systems, both educational and:
Dean's office have been there sjudent riots are profoundly NEW YORK —(UPI) — The10 development of a method of research, will work under a vocational:
on may another occasion.
d issenters Ford Foundation Sunday an- preventing sperm from reach- grant of $418,770.
immature. The
"The Apprenticeship inforI
believe
Dr.
Margaret never realize the university nounded 28 grants totaling ing and fertilizing the egg. The
mation Directors, the employ—The
Albany
Medical Col- ers, and the unions must gol
Mead, the famous anthropo- can be punitive. The first de- nearly $10 million for research, work will be done by Dr.
logist, supports this point in mand of the students at Colum- diformation and action pro- Gerald Oster, a physical chem- lege for Research in the anti- into the school systems an&
her excellent study, "The Wid- bia for quelling their disturb- grams dealing with population ist, under a grant of ;467,734.
ferility e If ect of certain talk with the principals, the;
er Significance of the Colum- ance was amnesty which was control.
teachers, and the counselors",
drugs, such as tranquilizers he said. "We must get the
bia Upheaval," which ap- the last thing any authority
—The
University
of
Chicago
said,
were
Ford
The grants,
peared in the fall, 1968 issue could grant.
aimed at providing basic re- for research that may lead to and sedatives that increase employers and the union leadof "Columbia Forum. Dr. It may well be immature to
search necessary for improved!the development of immunolo- liver enzyme activity; and the ers to address PTA meetings.
Mead's point is that the stu- declare, "I will suffer for my birth control methods.
gical means of controlling im- role of chorionic gonadotro- We, must get them to speak
dent riot at Columbia was re- principles" but it is a quixotic
plantation by inactivating the phin in the maintenance of, before community gatherings.
lated to other events transpir- immaturity, not a desperately Among the grants were four protein in the uterine cell that early pregnancy. The $336,525, "We must make sure that
ing in New York City, in the selfish immaturity like saying, to leading scientists in fields,attracts estrogen. Prof. Elwood obstetrician and gynecologists, teachers attend significant ap'Priced for plentiful Ocking! Dresi styles in many heel
want to raise hell and ranging from chemistry of V. Jensen, a molecular biolo-. to perform the research.
nation, and the world.
prenticeship conferences.
The role and position of the desecrate buildings as long as large molecules to the study of gist who is director of the Ben
"We must insure that the
heights, daytime or
casuals with the fun look.
student has charged as indeed you ‘1,'Dn't hold me to ac- dancer. The scientists will turn May laboratory for canceri —The University of Lund for message of apprenticeship and
study
effotts
toward
the
their
lilatullong Hearn nee: many styles
has the world changed. "High- counts."
research aimed at leading to the opportunities that exist
er education,writes Dr. Of these students, Dr. Mead of reproductive biology, the
the prevention of pregnancy lin the skilled trades are clear1.97 to 1.97
Mead, "is no longer a privil- concludes, "When they begin foundation disclosed.
through administration of com- ly understood by parents. If
ege or even a right. It is an to make socially responsible These grants went to:
pounds that- block the nerves it has become necessary to 17 No. Mai n
105 So. Main
that control the reproductive motivate youngsters, it has bearduous requirement laid on demands, they will almost imLaurelwood
Poplar
Plaza
organs. The work will be done come equally necessary to
young people by the standards mediately acquire the'education l —the Mount Siam School of
Profs. Bength Falck and stimulate their parents. They Southland Mall
of employment in the society." in real life which they corn- Medicine for study of the phy.
White
Haven
by
Edwald
Rosengren with a must be made to see the
This is the key:
plain the university denies sical-chemical properties of
I grant of $183,700.
light."
'cervical mucus that may lead
A college education is a them."

gakeit)i
Itoeei

Semi-Annual QualiCraft

opulation Control Grants
wen By Ford Foundation
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8.99-9.90 dress styles

4.98

5.99 to 7.99 casuals

2.99
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Cannon & Dan River Sheets at Tremendous Savings!
Dan River
Percale Sheets Sale-Priced!
Twin Size
72x108"
flat or
fitted

King. Size

'ruin Size

108x120"
flat or
fitted

72x108"
flat or
fitted

4''x38"

42x36"

matching
pillow
cases

matching
pillow
Case‘s

42‘48"

42x48"

South Gate

1833 So Third

1.17

Shopping Center

S.
PM* 4

WELCOME VISITORS —
About to enter the Frank
T. Tobey Memorial Children's Hospital with their

Fashions And Tea
At Coleman Chapel

Christmas gifts are officials and members of the
Mallory Knights Charitable.
Organization. From
lett
are Charlie E.-Neal, busi-

ness manager; William L.
Robinson, director of the
MKCO Community Boys
Project; Harry L. Strong,
director; Rev. D. E. Her.

The public is invited. The The gala event emerged as a
Rev. 1 A Slaughter is the result of three weeks of rehearsal and competition of sevpastor of Coleman Chapel.
enteen charming and gifted
young womeu from the freshmen class. "Miss Snowflake"
was selected on the basis of intelligence, poise, charm, and
(Continued from Page 1)
talent.
and take an oral examination. Miss Gwendolyn White, freshThe postmaster makes the ap- man, the daughter of Reverend
pointment from the top candi- and Mrs. White of Monroe,
dates.
Georgia, was recipient of the,
The management intern pro- honor of being crowned "Miss
gram. established two and a Snowflake 1968-69."
half years ago, now has 125
from
recruited
participants
A very talented and vivacollege graduating classes and cious young lady, Miss White's
was
p e r formance
will continue to grow through winning
entitled
p o em
a
fiscal 1971 at the rate of 50: reading
new interns each year. Part!-;"Black Woman" which she
cipants serve in postal region- composed.
al offices and at Headquarters.
Currently m ajoring in SoNearing completion are plans'
and minoring in Psyciology
first
to assign interns for the
Miss White is a second
chology,
time next month to Southern'
honor graduate of Carver High
Pacific Railroad and to major
School of Monroe. She enjoys'
air carriers. The exchange probaton, public
twirling
the
gram was pioneered last year
peaking, dramatics, dancing,
with the assignment of an incooking and playing basketball,
terim to Time. Inc a second
volley ball and baseball.
intern already is on duty with
the publishing corporation.
Other talented young ladies
Participants will spend about who were contestants for the
three months with the private first
Brenda
were:
affair
firms, studying industry opera- Alexander, Antoinette Blanks,
tions affecting the postal serv- Ethel Brown, Hazel Davis,
ice. The program is in the spi- l Alma Fletcher. Sheryl Greene,
rit of government-industry ex- Dorris Jackson, Linda Kemp,
change as envisioned by Pres- Karen Marshall, Lula McDanident Johnson who assigned a iel , Annie
Mercer
Audrey
special panel to study the ideaJ Price, Louvincey Riggs, Bar

Post Office

The Greater Middle Baptist Tribute will be given by the
Church. 821 Lane A v enu e,membership and friends of the
Memphis, Tennessee will corn-congregation, and a reception
memorate 15 years of service honoring Rev. de Mrs. B. L.
under the leadership of Rever-Hooks will follow at 1:00 p.m.
end B. L. Hooks, its pastor, in the lower sanctuary of the
December 29. 1968 at 10:55 a.m Church. The public is invited.

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $125
sun aro.*

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

morminiwaroblIMINUMWAINAk

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164.16S SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

•

Bonds

READ MY STRANGE STORY. WHAT PRAYER AND REV.
COSTONIE DID FOR ME, SAYS:
MR GEORGE COOPER, 275+5 W. ADAMS St
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60624
I needed money and my manhood was gone. REV. COSTONIE was highly recommended
by s•yeral friends.
I never
dreamed prayer would help my
problem, but I decided to try
prayer anyway..
REV. COSTONIE prayed for rn•
and outlined som• of his own
simple instructions to follow.
Th• results were amazing in
just 3 days I prospered both
financially and physically. I
am still following this wonderfu l man's instructions
prospering more each day. Thank
God for this amazing man.
People with problems, regardless what they are, should call
him for on appointment at WA 44969, or corns to his church on
Mr. Gavotte Cooper
Sundays and meet him. You can also write to him at 927 East 47th
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60653.
I am telling my story to show my appreciation, there are many
more whom he hoe helped yet ore oshrfned to tell their story. But
I felt this would show others how REV. COSTON1E'S way of
prayer really works.

Fl
01

loi
ga
KNIGHTS PLAY SANTA —
Three young patients in the
Tobey Children's Hospital
are seen here accepting
The spotlight was business Runzheimer is executive vice
President of the hosts car expenses when R. E. Runtoys, candy and other good- zheimer, Jr. addressed over president and general manies
from
the
Mallory 300 members of the Farm ager of Runzheimer and ComKnights Charitable Organi- Equipment
Manuf acturers' pany, Inc. located near Rozation, an
behind child Association at the Royal York
chester, Wis. The services of
in center is Harry L. Strong Hotel in Toronto, Canada.
one of the founders and dithis automotive management
rector of the MKCO. Stand- • He explained that during the consulting firm are retained
ing from left are Rev. D.E. last five years (since 1963) annually by hundreds of top
herring, president; Loret- the total costs of owning and United States and Canadian
ta
Vanderbilt,
Deborah driving a stardard-sized bus- companies. It is the only proColeman, Gloria Vanden iness car have risen about fessional organization
which
hilt, Shelia Thompson, Shar- 13.0 per cent 12.9 per cent in offers a scientific and currenton Thompson, and Charlie the United States and 13.1 per ly accurate service on salesE. Neal, business manager. cent in Canada).
men's car allowances.

Cost Of Owning A Car Rises 13.0%

PEST EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHESWATER RUOS-RATS
LIctased aid Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARS

EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVI"

CALL

Q.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7-6031.

There Is A Difference
William "Bill" Loeb
Has Done it Again

end

With the grand opening of ROY BROWN'S new
LOEB'S Bar-B-0 franchise at 1061 South Third
at
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FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

1

Commemoration Held
For Rev. B. L. Hooks

ist er crre II 25
Otter SAM te 6 ItIP
AN ta 2 P M.

ring, Jr., president; Miss
Thompson, presiShelia
dent of the Junior Mallory
Knights, and other members of the organization.

Freshman Is Named Buy U.S.
"Miss Snowflake"

Coleman Chapel Church. located on the corner of Kney at
Vollintine will sponsor an Annual Fashion and Tea Sunday, FORT VALLEY, Ga. — Vogue bara Thorp, Linda Turner and
Jan. 5, 1969 at 3:30 p.m. XIII Social Club, an organiza. Barbara Wright.
"Fashions will be modeled by
make
tion at The For( Valley State! Vogue XIII hopes to
some of the top models in the
the pageant an annual attracMiss tion of the organization
city", according to the chair- College held its first
man of the program, Mrs. Snowflake- extravaganza at
the institution.
Priscilla Burke.

Lsat
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Tommy Grant

SEE
TOMMY GRANT
FOR YOUR
TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS
Tommy Grant, one of Meniphisit outstanding salesmen, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites.YOU
to come see him...You'll Go First Class...All the Way!

el

New Cars! Used Cars!
Trucks,No!
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

1968
DEMONSTRATORS

Over 20 1968 Impala 2-door
Hardtops with air conditioning cnd power options
Low mileage orxi under
warranty.

,Impala and &price Hardtops and Sedans...most
with oir conditioning and
other wanted options.
feat buys here'

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

UNION
2200 LAMAR
324-3611

LIKE IT IS... Service with the focus on "action" is the wary it is at
Bar-B-Q outlet, located at 1061 Srtfuth Third.
Mr. Brown bolds a franchise for his outlet with the well,known Lobe's
Enterprises, one of the city's largest food service chains. Tie picture above shows a typical scene at Brown's outlet. There's action.
Yet, there's quality food and there's quality service. There is satisfaction. There's an atmosphere of gcod-will. Mr. Brown is the recipient of the "equal opportunity" emphasis which his franchise represents. His Bar-B-Q outlet is on approved gathering place for the "incrowd." He invites you to join them.

4,41.12oy Brown's Chic-nand

LOEB'S
lENNESSEE PIT BAR-B-Q
,

SEASONS GREETINGSAL4./FekLOEB ENTERPRISESP
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Ford Grant
Pays For
Workshops
j

-4

P.

FOOD DISTRIBUTION —
On Christmas Eve, the Mallory Knights Charitable Organization distributed 150

baskets of food valued at
$15 each to needy families,
and they are seen here as
the first family is present-

UCC Budget Includes
Aid To College Youth

ed a basket. Looking on,
from left, are Robert Lee,
Harry L. Strong, director;
C. Brown, Rev. D. E.

Herring, president: Charlie
Neal, business manager,
and the Rev. Dr. H. Ralph
Jackson, vice president.

Model Cities
Program Seems
Ready To Move

iorwwilLbeer?inven aswctiz

sEpEaper
this

. .

One library staff member
from the following colleges
participated in the program:
North Carolina A. and T.
College, Benedict College, Bennett College, Fisk University,
Florida Memorial College, Fort
Valley State College, Gramling College, Hampton Institute,
Huston-Tillotson College, Kentucky State College, Livingstone College, Miles College,
Mississippi Valley State College, Morris Brown College,
Paine College, Rust College,
South Carolina State College,
Stillman College, Tougaloo College, Tuscaloosa College, Voorhees College, and Xavier University.

DANA
MU
RAYMOND
Si JAQUES
KEVIN
• II KAMEN

..
• .s.-

if he.
s.--. hollers,
let him

,

Buy U.S.
Bonds

PORK
SAUSAGE
3 LB BAG 29*

‘t

\
21,2 SIZE CAN
\Nik 25e •Af

. ...,BARBARA McNAlli
CM SY tASiMAN
j
)L US)
DOW tgOTTS
'Ile
Shaklee'Grht
Oilli ParkInt Dolly Aft, 5 P.M.
tts•tolant en Duty

ADMISSION THIS PROGRAM
ADULTS $1.00

CHILDREN 501

ASHINGTON R
/OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS\
AILPPL ES tt125 SIZN
10 FOR 89*
GOLDEN RIPE
t
iBANANAS 1119(4
A&P
CORN
YELLOW CREAM STYLED
it\No
5 11 1/2 OZ. CANS
Nob $1.00
,
iftwil am. --- 10

1),• • iSPARE
LEPAN
0
.01 WENN

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

A
& MEATY

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

R 13

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

H c

LB

TAILORS

248 Vance Ave.

!A 7-9320

Memphis, TORMOSSIO
'YOUR Company Makes What Yea Ask For And
Creates Whet Yoe Think Oft

0
.00 10.1•11• ala
.
s

iti,,,,
•0°
/. BACON 4\
I)
/
ENDS & PIECES
\
\
4 LB. BOX 99*
i
syesa

JenuaryiSale!
Magic Lady
by Exquisite Form

AU Goon SLICEDk
I
BACON
vis.59*
.................1
i
WHITE BEAUTY
if
VEGETABLE
SHORTENING/
/
il
3 LB CAN
58* ••./
1'\\
00.imps ink
o-401.1 A&P TOMATOENII\
CATSUP
$100
}/5.140Z. BTLS
ARISTOCRAT
I CRACKERS
1
1 LB BOX 28*
FLORIDA
% GRAPE FRUITS
WHITE OR RED MEAT
5 LB BAG
1
\
‘
\
69*
00.
"Ira. Ammo so.

1;
v

s.
•
•••••••••

Whiner
MAIIJOE14. 101.12it.
Sid 5. Third Strret

Magic Lairia4110,..,
-,.....,„ m the light'
__...,..„„,
—
yet cone?-t, most p1
e ""*"..... •,.... --Arelutbie"-VaTtet.-.. In reg. $4 sizes
t,rels like's gird'
-'399,,.
- i
S-M-I., 3.19:2iii i
own,

Other Macjic Lady Values

AND HOLIDAYS

i!

N. 10 LB. BAG 58* /
•,
•
•

This

OPEN-NITES-SUNDAYS

49*

U S. 4'1 RED
POTATOES

INC.

MEM PI4 le WAY'S?

263 Chelsa at 5
°rneth 527-7307

GREER
PEACHES

sio *wog oft.

intheSirefat":Hicsmcoto•

•

Customer Satisfaction
for Radiosooover 30 YEARS

Mow ShoWilte

ATLANTA — The Atlanta
University School of Library
Service received a grant from
the Ford Foundation to con;iuct a series of workshops and
nternship programs designed
to contribute to the improvement of libraries in predominantly Negro colleges.
The first workshop was de,oted to the improvement of
lechnical services and participants were then sent to model libraries for four weeks as
interns in techical services.
This internship ended Dec. 13.

NEW YORK CITY, DECEM-;self-directed projects in the
BER 20: — The Committee black community, Mr. Cobb
for Racial Justice of the Unitedl said the program for 1969 will
Church of Christ today adopted also include an attack on
a budget of $628,954.60 for its white racism.
program in 1969.
WASHINGTON — The U.S. And there will be more black
Largest single item is $190. The organizatin will work
000 for the committee's higher within the church, with Dept, of Housing and Urban home owners, more blacks
education program designed to'ecumenical agencies and secu- Development, with Dr. Robert even in the public housing and
help black y otu t h attend lar organizations to fight "one C. Weaver gone as Cabinet low-and-moderate income range
h o used. There
church-related colleges. in 1968 of our society's greatest evils," Secretary, has announced that comfortably
Seattle will be the first of a will be more black merchants
the agency spent a total of he said.
list of 18 cities across the na- and more adequate black con$20,285.73 to aid 70 students
who would not otherwise have The Committee for Racial tion which will have funds trol of community services.
Justice will also cooperate with trom the Model Cities construc- Above all, thre will be more
been able to attend college.
The Rev. Charles E. Cobb,: other church and secular agen- tion allocation funnelled into black dignity.
New York City, executive co- cies in working for "realistic the ghetto to achieve fuller inte- The Model Cities program
ordinator of the Committee for programs to secure a just so- gration, a better social reha- is the brainchild of Dr. Robert
Racial Justice stressed "em- ciety," Mr. Cobb said. He point- bilitation for individuals and C. Weaver who wished to
gives
powerment of the black com- ed out that the activities of the better physical facilities,
full piay to the many workable;
committee
are
only
a
part
munity' as the basic policy exsuch as streets, homes, build- ideas which the minds of the
pressed in the budget. Com- 1 of the attack_ being made by jugs and parks.
people who live in the various
munity organization, ecmomic national and regional agencies
communities come up with
Christ
United
Church
of
of
the
The
c
o
nstruction
grants,1
development and leadership
soj and which they feel they need
training are to be the major on the racial crisis in the na- all made for one full year,
ition.
; that further planning may be most.
field programs, he said.
A community organization j The committee is supported done as the first phases proteam, headed by William Land,'by a special "Neighbors in gress, have been planned by
field director, was active dur- Crisis" offering given by mem- the people in the communities
ing 1968 in the New York school bers of local churches of the and will mean jobs and social
crisis, mobilizing parent and United Church of Christ uplift in and new impacts
teacher support for community throughout the nation. The of blacks in dealing with the
control in the Ocean Hill-Brown- churches have also been asked power structure.
ovule- District and in East to contribute an amount equal Sometimes blacks will be
Harlem, accoeding to Mr. Cobb. to from one to five percent contractors under the program.
Although the emphasis of the of their operating budgets to There will be more construccommittee is on support of work of racial justice.
tion craftsmen who are black.

AUTO SUPPLY CO.
DAVID M. ROSENBERG

t
'tutDA 1SY I

3.19
• $4 brief in white, P-S-M-L
white,
PS-M-L
3 99
• $5 spandex panty in
.„.
4 79
• $6 spandex panty,in- white, XL
3.99
black,
nude,
--L
• $5 IongleltPantY; whito,
4 79
• $6 Iongleg panty;.white, black. nude, XL
• $6 spandex longleg panty with hiddlen garters in
4 79
white or black, S-M-L
• $7 spandex longleg panty with bidden garters in
5 59
white or black, XL
79
4
• Super panty in white, S-M-L
.
5 59
• $7 Super panty in white, XL
5 5r,
white,
S-M-L
• $7 Super longleg panty in
6.39
• $g Supor longleg panty in white, XL
Downtown
Street
Foundktions,
Floor;
also
Lamar
Oak Court and Southland Mall.

423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.

Rd.

3200 Perkins
South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplcr Ave.
Summ7‘. Ave.
478n Sur'rr I Ave

3473

1
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Tri-State Defender
By Diggs Datrooth

"The South's Independent Weekly"

Home Office: 236 South Danny Thomas Boulevard — JA 6-8397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE •
WHIrlIER A. SENGSTACKE
McCANN L. REED
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr
RAY A. WICKS

• WASHINGTON — A serious feeling of foreboding hangs over- Capital Hill as black Democrats
fast come to the realization that the GOP is moving
in. Dispite published pledges of not removing "but a
few" of the old guard, it is becoming apparent that

Publisher
General Manager
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Advertising Manager
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Subscription rates: Oue year, $6; six months, $.3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Respohsibility for
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National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
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Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.

Committee slot, felt that Nixon needed an image
aboard his plane and recommended Brown. He got
Brown's name from Ted Brown, the Afro-American
Leadership conference specialist. Now Brown — Bob,
that is, — is in and Townes is out. . . Nixon's camp
is sensitive over repeated published reports that his
cabinet is all white and without either Negro or Jew.
Yet it does contain two members of the Morman
Church, which excludes Negroes in the higher echelons of the priesthood and to add insult to injury, the
Morman Tabernacle choir will sing at the inaugural.

A Demand For Black Beauty
A quiet psychological change in •vogue. The demand for them is so great
mood and attitude toward American that a model agency with the catchy
blacks is taking place in many areas name of "Black Beauty" has been creoutside the domain of collegiate sports ated in New York. It is financed by
and world pugilism. This change is par- white interests.
ticularly perceptible in the aesthetic
White agencies which come up
field where heretofore black was identiwith black models are enjoying unfied with evil or incompetence or uglibelievable financial success. These modness or sin itself.
els are a sensation everywhere. Donyale
In both thhe legitimate theatre
Luna, the catlike model from Detroit has
ind the film, the Negro actor's historic
become a celebrity in London and Paris.
ibility is being rewarded with leading
Naomi Sims is New York's hottest Ne•oles without regard to Southhern pubgro model.
ic sensitivity which in the past had
Today's most exotic model is Yawen a major hurdle in the path of Nehne
born in Liberia, reared in
Sangere,
ro recognition and progress.
has modeled and staged
who
Timbuktu,
Sidney Poitier in the film, Lillies
African
in
shows
Washington for the
‘n the Field, was a smashing hit that
set.
commercials curTV
fashionable
von him an Oscar, the much coveted
most
rently
the
offer
opportunities for
ward of the Academy of Motion Picof residual fees
models.
Negro
Because
ure, Arts and Sciences. Pearl Bailey in
is repeatedly
paid
commercial
a
when
leilo Dolly has been a sensation on
lroadway. Diahann Carroll in Julia is used, the field is the most lucrative.
riaking a name for herself in a Tele- Printed advertising for household proision serial that is gaining increasing ducts is the second pending area.
In view of the sudden popularity
opularity.
Sammy Davis in Golden Boy, a of black actors and black models, one is
lusical drama that attracted capacity bound to wonder if this trend is not the
Udiences everywhere it played, showed result of the militant agitation for
ow -much white people had been libera- black power? It was the leaders of the
Black Power movement who made black
ed from their narrow prejudices.
N o w, in the field of modeling synonymous with beauty. They gave the
'here Negro girls not too long ago word a new diinension, a new connota/ere bucking their heads against a tion as well as new perception and solick wall, black models are now in cial application.

there are more Negro Republicans waiting in the
wings than many expected. Bob Brown, who, at this
point would seem to be the one closest to the seat of
power was riconrmended to Nominee Nixon by Clarence Townes who, at this writing, seems to be the
farthest away. Townes, operating from the National

.s.s.frovedz.
VIEW

A Hope For Peace In 1969

TIPPING THE SCALES: The retention of Walter Washington as mayor of the District has done
little to ease the nerves of the District's employees.
The word is that Washington will remain, but the
power base will be shifted from his grasp. Washington doesn't know this, but insiders say that the
Southern bloc which did not succeed in ousting the
competent mayor, had been assured a stronger role
in local government. Whether or not Washington
will stand for such a usurpation of power remains to
be seen. He doesn't have to stay. His talent is wanted
in a dozen places . . :When Calvin Banks finishes

staffing the Model Cities agency here, he will probNAACP experience.
than we were before the bombing of ably draw upon his longtime
By DR. BENJAMIN MAYS
It is claimed that some people North Vietnam ceased. If negotiations Banks, who served a number of years with the assovoted against Humphrey because of the break down the inevitable result will be ciation before entering government, is seeking the
Johnson's policy in Vietnam. They didn't fighting a war more ferocious than be- assistance of some top flight people for high level
reason well. Humphrey was not presi- fore. So President Nixon must maneuposts. He could make a top running agency of Model
dent. The vice-president doesn't shape ver to its end that peace and not more
Cities for D. C.
policies. Those who argued that Humph- war will result from Paris.
Hanoi
difso
The
makes
that
thing
presithe
with
broken
have
rey should
dent didn't reason well either. As a rule, ficult to handle is the fact that Hanoi
THISA AND THATA: If Franklin Williams goes
is getting a lot of prestige among the
vice presidents do
nations fighting against perhaps the in as head of San Francisco State College as rumored
not break with
most powerful nation on earth and last week, it will mean a victory for Carlton Goodtheir chiefs. Why
seems to be doing a good job. Hanoi al- lett, the SF publisher who has been active in the
they?
should
so feels that if the United States pulls
Johnson would
hassle on the west coast campus. Williams, a former
out they can beat the South Vietnamese
n o t have been
in battle. The United States is not only west coast NAACP field representative.' has been an
vice-president nor
afraid that Communism will spread if ambassador and now heads a special urban studies
president if KenAdam Clayton Powell must have from the House.
we get out of South Vietnam, but we group. Goodlett, N‘ho may or may not have sponsored
nedy had not
Thus the department closed out a I named him as his
arned some pretty good black magic!
are afraid that we will lose face among
basis. It could
•om his Bimini island retreat in the121 month grand jury investigation into running
the nations. Then too, this country has Williams, is certainly on a friendly
m a t e.
I charges that Mr. Powell had used pubrsia
e milimearokftthe hmeorecoancttri:ve
ahamas. All the troubles that lashed
made too many commitments around ingratiate Carlton twith:ine,som
Humphrey w a s
his feet are now one by one vanish- lic money for certain unauthorized ex- Johnson's m a n.
the world, commitments to nations that tants wh,
one
marked
1g as by incantation. Here is a fairly 'penses such as travel and salaries for If the people votwill invovle us in conflict if any one of published for extinction
. . . Geno Garner has run
_curate chronology of the sweep of his nonworking staff members.
ed against Humphrey because of Viet- them is attacked by Communism. The afoul of
the
law
here with his daily newspaper.
With these troublesome matters nam they should have voted for McCar- United States is in a tough spot. I doubt
.ctories:
A State Supreme Court Justice, out of the way, the skies are becoming thy and not for Nixon. Nixon took no ' if we are able to make good all of our Wanna bet he'll beat the rap? ... The smart money
st 'March, agreed to parole him on clearer and the prospect brighter for clear stand on the war in Vietnam.
commitments if several of these coun- boys are saying that after the 20th, 0E0 is
going to
and
in
his
Powell
sworn
regain
be
to
Folconviction.
contempt
is criminal
Whether the Democrats or the Re- tries to whom we have commitments be broken up and parcelled out
to labor, HEW and
wing that break, Mr. Powell paid his seat when. Congress convenes in Janu- publicans bring peace, let us have it. If were attacked by a Communist nation.
HUD.
There
has
been
rumblings
ary.
to this effect for
3famation judgment of $56,000 to
There is no doubt in my mind that
we do get peace in 1969, no one party
A
the
in
now
question
uppermost
.rs. Esther James, the Harlem widow
can take full credit. Many people say we could knock out the North Vietnam- months around here, but the Democrats never let it
?. slandered on a TV program by call- mind of the general public is can that Nixon will end tile war. But Nixon ese in short order. If we do, the danger happen . . . When will Ed Brooks stop
running Ing her a "bag woman" or graft collec- Powell-the spellbinder with an incom- never did repudiate Johnson's method of of World War III will be almost a cerparable graphic vocabulary-regain his handling the war. If Nixon does it, it tainty and besides, we would have the terference for the new administration?
T for the New York police.
That accomplished, Mr. Powell in popularity and regain the confidence he will help him when he runs again even moral condenmation of the world on us
the once enjoyed among the people across though the bombing was halted under if we dropped hydrogen bombs on North
ovember won re-election to
BACKDOOR STUt'F: Look fOr Pat Monyihan
ouse by a resounding majority. Two country? He may. There 'Is no- ques- Johnson and talks between the warring Vietnam. It is my considered judge- to call most of the shots in the
District. Named as
eeks later, the United States Su- tion as to his ability to restate his case parties were initiative under Johnson. ment that whether we get out of Vietan
urban
specialist
with
the
White House, Monyihan
-erne Court in a move that surprised dramatically and convincingly before If we do not get peace in 1969 or make nam in 1969 or in 1975, we will lose
bases
he
If
opinion.
public
is
of
bar
the
not
going
to
any
have
announced
impact
on HUD where Gov.
Let
better.
the
sooner
world,
uch of the legal
considerable progress to that end, the some face. So the
his
that
ground
the
on
argument
his
the
the
at
whether
war
the
iat it would consider
war may spread. If negotiations break us pray that we can end
Romney is going. The Michigan governor is far too
ouse acted constitutionally in bar- exclusion from the 90th Congress was down. I fear that we will be worse off peace table in 1969.
strong to permit any dabbling or control from any
brought by intense racism directed
n Powell from his seat.
Urbanologist — even one attached to the White
Finally, the Justice Department a against him because he was too indeand
quick
witty
dein
too
1House . . . There is also fear here that Spiro T. Ag
eek or so ago decided that it could pendent and
A make a criminal case against the bating his white colleagues in the
new will have something to say about District
ongressman on the alleged misuse of House, he will stir his audiences to a
doings. It's not confirmed, however. . . Hobart Tay_Mc funds, a charge that was pri- point of hysteria. He can do it. Now,
Ior joined Vice President Humphrey and the Presiarily responsible for his exclusion will he?
dent with a bout of the flu. Humphrey was on the
and
trial
court
their
in
stand
Pittsinc
west coast sick and missed the reception for LBJ
increas
EDITOR'S NOTE: — Robert; tremendous
E. Lavelle is a Pittsburgh' burgh's crime rate in the last try to be of concerned help to and Hobart was here in bed . . . Louis Martin isn't
black businessman, a member. year. I listened to our Direc- this person, with ;a eye totalking, but the big speculation around the Demoof the Real Estate Board and tor of Public Safety Dave wards his rehabilitation. This
There has been much speculation man and Re p. Joel T. Broyhill, who Multi-tist, inc. But his prob-! Craig state that people need is not saying be soft on crim- cratic National Committee is whether or not Larry
fore and since the reappointment of represents Washington's suburbs in 1*-ms are typical of those of to make sure that they inals. This is trying to be un- O'Brien will remain or stay. Many feel that O'Brien
'
locks on their derstanding of why a person
falter Washington as Mayor of the northern Virginia, are mounting a many black businessmen In: have adequate
businesses and that does something that another will help the party if he stays on. Louis replacement
and
house
nation.).
the
across
cities
most
ity of Washington. Based upon some campaign against the Mayor which Dear Editor:
we have to somehow stop the person will not. This. I think hasn't been finalized, but discount those stories about
,rong criticism of his administration Mr. Nixon may find difficult to ignore. In the last year my Hill Dis- narcotics traffic. I agree with is the foremost thing that we Ofield Dukes. He's definitely going . . .
trict Real Estate Office has, both of these statements. I feel must do, be concerned for
• the District of Columbia, scores of
Nixon made several gibes at the been burglarized three times,' however, that what we need each other because nobody
7ashington newspapers had predicted District's government during
h i s k several attempts made other, more than more police, because really -wants to be a criminal.
IDLE CHATTER THAT MATTERS: Simeon
'rat Mr. Washington would not be re- campaign, calling it the crime capital times, one sneak thievery, and you will never have enough po- Everybody would rather have
that life affords by Booker wants the world to know that he isn't going
things
the
realithat
citizentry
a
is
lice,
?pointed.
of the nation. Broyhill laid much of the two weeeks ago, held up at zes that none of us are safe their own earning effort. If
to put down the stories,
Since President-elect Nixon has blame for the Capital's problem's with gun point. These are frighten- unless everyone is safe. We they do not seem to have this to the White House. In order
ing experiences. People with
at the Nixon adminisoff
leveled
he
all,
for
and
once
iked him to serve for another term, Walter Washington, and urged that the guns are potential murderers. need the police to apprehend desire, why don't they? If we
magazine last week.
Jet
in
get
Christmas
each
feature
involved,
full
a
with
tration
iere are those who believe that Mayor Mayor be replaced.
An area must have businesses the criminals. Yes, we need will have it's true meaning
these
out
point
to
citizens
registered
Democrat to
the
Brown,
a
Bob
named
Nixon
in order to survive. An area:
Tashington will be less effective under
and the new year will bring
people to the
unlikely
have
also
must
that he
entirely
is
inconcerned,
it
but
House,
He admitted to reporters that he
the needed change to make our the White
Repubilcan Administration which may
solved citizens in order to
We need the citizen who is communities
bylined
. . .
blast
his
following
p
e a ceful and could take Booker
...men his aUthority or disregard his was asking for a replacement on be- exist. The area needs my busi- willing to be involved because economically progressive
broadcasting
the
field
into
Look for Booker to slidehalf of some District employes who ness. I need the support of the he is, whether he wants to be
r!..commendations.
here
saw
it
you
'Sincerely yours,
I plan to stay unless or not, to when he sees a
before long as a sideline. Remember
Though the reappointment implied were constituents of his who were dis- area.
my losses drive me out of busi- crime, report it immediately.
electors met and
ere ness.
ROBERT R. LAVELLE first . . . The District's three black
e will have White House backing, grunt!ed over the way things
To be willing to identify the
,
HHH.
for
votes
their
east
Realtor
I I read in the paper of the peisons involved and also to
Kill Republicans, led by their chair- going in the D. C. government.

Powell's Magic Survives
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How To Give Your
Home Four New Looks
LikP to give your home a, One of the most attractive
brand-new look? To combine materials for any of these
is
only
un.
not
modernization with individuality jobs
try one of these interesting new glazed ceramic tile, which
projects suggested by the peo-I waterproof and stain resistant,
pie at Pfizer, producers of basic' but also washes clean with a
hose. One of the oldest building
materials for home builders.
materials known to man, tile's
Like to have more space for durability also is a -plus." Tovests? Or a den, music or sew- day's ceramic tile is a scientiing room? One solution is to fic blend of clay, talc and wolmake an existing room fill lastonite, most of which comes
more than one function. All it from natural mineral deposits
takes is careful planning of in the Wes t, the South, and
space and furnishings. A spare other areas of the United States.
bedroom, for inst a n ce can,
serve any or all of these roles., Another major advantage of,
To remove the bedroom-y look, tile is that the initial installause a convertible sofa, daybedl tion cost is usually the only
or rollaway. In a small room, cost, since maintenance is mini• consider a chair or ottoman mal. As for costs, they vary,
according to location and type,
that converts to a single bed.
of installation In general, cera_
Achieve spaciousness by keep-1 mic floor tiles installed with
Cheerful floral-printed cotton adorn, I ii e ing furnishings functional. A 1 Portland cement mortar cost
THREE-IN-ONE — Living, dinin g, and
double $1.00 to $2.00 per square foot.
sofa bed and riakes tie-back ruffled cur- chest of drawers can
sleeping is provided for in the same room,
tains. The reproduction of an ol d i r on as a lamp table and sewing Dry set mortar or adhesive inthanks to a space-saving sofa bed. EquipFranklin stove does even better than a supply center. A console sew- stallations run from about 80
ped with a cotton and innerspring ni a tfireplace. Photographed at Chicago's Mer- ing machine can become an cents to $1.70 per square foot.
tress, the unit affords comfort and resilienchandising Mart.
cy for easy sitting and restful s I a in b e r.
end table or writing desk when 1
,a4
•
_____
not in use. To house books, re-I A tiling contractor can advise
take on a new look which thei AILEEN presents sporting consider a space-saving wall I you on the best type of tile and
installation for your needs. And
women's world adores. Wider ' pants. Bell bottoms are topped unit.
with nautical pullovers, or,
he'll also tell you that modernand wider is the message as slim trim straight leg styles
If th room has a closet, make. izing outdoors with tile will inpants gain new femininity learn up with long lean striped the most of it. Shelf and floor crease the value og your home.
DEBONAIRE — New Items on the scene
ued leather bows to the public, says the
tops. The newest look here is space can be compartmented to,
and fashion excitement.
for men, the return of the hat. . .shaped
American institute of Men's a nd boy s'
the return of leg-revealing hold files, papers and sewing, Twenty years ago, bathroom
At RUSS, pants play many "shorth "•
brim down. . .the gay wool tartan plaid
%Sear. Here, tuo versions of the up-tight
n•n boardl decor was definitely dull. Toroles. They are elegant paired huge revival for the coming needs •A foldin
for slacks and the tan stretch-knit for the
sports jackets; one with a Nehru collar and
with
blossoming
is
bath
the
day
can be attached to the inside
The Panta Scene '69 is any- with double-breasted jackets season.
zip front and the other in wool-knit turtle-color and convenience. If you'. slim, eager and muscular young m a n.
of the door.
where, anytime. . .magnifi- to match. . .casual, with zip
Looming bright and exciting on the style
neck collar and sleeves w it h hardware
like fo update yours, consider
Extra space for outdoor en- installation of new fixtures and
cently formal or elegantly parka jackets, or dashing with
scene the treated-textured look of antigclosures, the very latest in snarz.
- _
casual. Even the action-sports novelty print shirts.
joyment may be right underI fittings. For instance, innovaturers even have color schemes,
your nose! Perhaps you have a ions suchas wa
ung ca
ilkeyed to popular bathroom fix"caw.
breezeway that can be convert- nets, twin-basin counter tops,
ed to a dining terrace, a corner square and sunken tubs can tures for a completely coordinaof the yard you can turn into a give even the dearest bathroom ted look.
patio, a shade tree, pond or a new lease on life, providing I You also can achieve dramaOAS & DIESEL
I pool that can be paved around maximum comfort and con- tic effects by combining decora- Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
•
its perimeter.
venience.
tive tiles with solid tiles. Vacation. Local, truck leasing company has openings for meColor, too, has became in- Decorauve insert tiles come in chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
creasingly important. The days a variety of designs ranging Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
of the all-white bath are over. from Early American to conCARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
Not only fixtures, but floor and temporary motifs. Litre are
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
wall tile are also available in a even whim scai animal (lc :igns
spectrum of shades, patterns
See Page 8
and types. Some tile manufac-

Pants Scene
Extravagant,
Magnificent

xes

SEASON'S

MECHANICS WANTED

GREAT
SCOTCH!

GREETINGS

Shop Big Star..
"Where You're
Always
Among Friends"

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
8ET
8001*TO pvi-aiLtij

'167 Unlon
527-1471

Acee Viete
*eig ,4tutay4

IT'S KING COTTON
SAUSAGE TIME

SO AND 86 PFOOF. i0O BUNDFD SCOTCN
IMPORItO 8/ MR 80S ron
DIS111.1kR INC.. BOSTON. MASS.

BIG SAVINGS ALL LOCATIONS
110 x 6/8 WHITE CROSS STORM DOORS
NOW S29.95
Reg. 59.95•
INSIDE WHITE LATEX PAINT. Low Price
SIMI gal.
of Only
S2.99 gal.
REDWOOD STAIN
$2.91

2351.11. IS-YEAR BONDED NO, I ROOFING,
No Seconds. Dellrered Price in City Only
$6.25. Cash and Carry
12'116' PRIMED HARDBOARD SIDING
2.6 BIG MILL YP, S Thru 14
218, 8, 10, 14 and Its YELLOW PINE
FOLDING STAIRS, 1 H.

55.15
S1601/4
ShIM

511.15

HOLLYWOOD STORE
VARIOUS COLORFUL PICTURE
PRINTS WITH FRAMES,
ELECTRIC KNIVES
STEAM IRONS
ELECTRIC IRONS
BASKETBALL BACKBOARDS

st:"::VAti, 23" MOTOROLA COLOR
CONSOLE TV NEG. S869.00
$47900

This* Prices Geed Ono Week Only—
CASH and CARRY
11 Trucks Available to Arrange Delivery
STORE HOURS, Monday thru Saturday, 7:30 la 5:00

n
N

KING
COTTON
COUNTRY STYLE SAUSAGE
•••

PURE PORK

SIISM

MUST SELL PRIOR TO
* JAN. 1, 1969 *

Now

Zattet, Set:toe-Ad

Changing Weather calls for that breakfast
lunch or dinner sturdy standby From

You're right...
it's light!

48 LUAUN MAHOGANY PANELING.
Special Low Prke of

Receecie

BUILDERS .1
SUPPLY,MC.

On W. BROADWAY, FORREST CITY, ARK.

Made From The Whole
Hog From A Real
Down On The Farm
Recipe
•••

QUALITY

STAMPS
Favorite
Gift
Stamp
f
MidAinerica
THE LOCATIONS
MEMPHIS
REDEMPTION CENTERS
1451 UNION AVE.

the U.S Government Inspected
Kitchens of The
NAT DURING PACKING COMPANY.

STILL A FAMILY
FAVORITE!
KING COTTON
FRANKFURTERS

TENDER
N UTRMOUS
TASTY

1957 SO. THIRD STREET
1784 fRAYSED BLVD.
725 N. WHITE STA. RD.
866 S. WHITE STA. ID.-

4220 S. BELLEVUE

All Redemption Confers
Are Closed on Mondays
OPEN 9 A M TO 6 P
TVESIAY THRU SATUIPAI

•
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New Looks
(Continued From Page 7)
to add charm to e child's bath.
Other new ideas include
crystalline tiles for a textured
look, scored tiles for a hand-set
effect, ceramic mosaic tile, and
Lee with R. W. Jones, Lucy and tha Jean Stei nberg and her both shiny and matte finish
Shelly Jackson, Shirley J o h n- manager Pete Hall to their tiles. And, of course, tile has
the special advantages of being
son with her mate Leroy, Julia many friends.
and Bill Woodard, and Thelma The Midwest with its fog and splash-proof, spot-proof, steamMiller especially happy with snow caused your scribe a bit proof and easy to clean.
her escort Ernest Neal just of concern to put it mildy when
Most women have complaints
back from Vietnam.
we flew to Chicago with our the most common are lack of
surfaces and flooring.
Mollie Fields like Ethel a n d other Godchild Candace oJnes
Happily, many of these problanding
at
O'Hare
just
hours
Hattie was there in spirit, her
lems can be solved ingeniously
aft
h.
W
came
mom, Mrs. Stella Jackson was
without major renovation.
ill. Ethel Isabel's hubby over expressly for the BreadFor instance, most kitchens
George came out to greet their basket Services which is the ec-I
i have waste space between wall
onomic
arm
of
the
Southe
rn
guests.
Christian Leadership Cool e r- cabinets and ceiling. This can
And the Los Fabuloses chose ence and directed by the Rev. be put to good use by placing
the Top Hat and Tails as the Jesse Jackson only to learn ready-made cabinets on top of
launching pad for their party that there was to be no serv- existing cuboards. The t o p
. sihere they guided the eve- ices. Had so looked forward to tier will permit storage of rarening for many passengers pro- participating and hearing ou r ly used punch bowls, vases,
viding a mad band, a hand- homeboy Ben Branch and h i s china, glassware and linens.
ERMA LEE LAWS
some spread of holiday delica- Operation Breadbasket Band.
You also can add to storage
By ERMA LEE LAWS
, What better way can these cies and potent potables.
Our effervescent host ess spacebye fitting cabinets and
Los
Fabuloses Doris,Starr McKinney, former TSD shelves with roll-out trays
ideas be conveyed than through
and
HER CLOSET-DRESSING ROOM is as fri"This is the day which t h e
white Mediterranean pattern, Grille. Softcommunication — Dis- Ray, Nina (Mrs. Eugene) Bra-i scribe and yours truly have drawers, plate racks, half-depth
volous
Lord bath made, let us rejoice
as a pink tea. Washable, prepasted
yon,
Dr.
Laurie
Sugarm
keyed Kenya stripe in orange, yellow, pink
on and shared many experiences a 11 shelves and turntables. Storage
cussion and the implementation
and strippable wallcoverings are blended
therein." Psalms.
and green on white frames t h e dressing
f the
its. These issues Lois (Mrs, Charles) Tarpley,, very pleasant we've been hap- area for brooms and cleaning
to create a hot house of blooms. Ragusa,
N E W YEAR'S BLESSINGS
mirror, stool, and is made into a window
Which h ave pla g ued us 1 a t were busily accelerating t h e py to say but our near accident equipment can be created by
quartz pink mini-print mixed with mint
. . . Dear TSD Readers, our fashade and hat boxes. Unpainted furniture
y ear and w ill most certain- good time along with o t her on the D an R yan E xpressvea utilizing the inside of a closet
green covers the dr e s sin g table a n d
vorite people, how very happy
or cast-off case goods can be given n e w
ly face us in '69, can not be Los Fabulos:s and their mates, prompted the quote with which ; door. Put in narrow shelves
shelves. Full-blown, large scale golden
we are to greet you and begin
to
usefulness with the tasteful application of
swept into a corner but have to Juanita and Edward Le w s, we began this column. Lit tl ei bold cleansers and add
poppies on a wh t e background brighten
hooks
another New Year with y o u!' be dealt with
Nedra
and
Dr.
a bright wallcovering pattern as demonJohn
Jor
a
d
no
in all surroundbit too much to describe h e re'or clips for hanging brooms
the interior of the closet whose sliding
and
W e'r e inspired with a sense ings
Elene and Utillus Phillips. but after that
strated here.
experience we de- , mops.
doors are emphasized by the black and
Eloise and Dr. Arthur Flowers,
of re-dedication for building of
cided to forego the city Ii g h ts, Cluttered countertops
are in-;
"A Newer World." as we As we marvel at the feat of Zernia and Jake Peacock, Odand visit briefly via telep h onei efficient at best. Instead,
usel
A boy or girl confronting
"Stride Toward Freedom," in- the astronauts in Apollo 8 in or. iestine and Jimmy Herndon and with Burleig
and
Teresa
h
Hines available wall space to hang
this
to a future we pray will not biting the moon, let us each do Vernita and Dr. Ike Watson.
problem can receive first
he was once a TSD staffer also cooking utensiles
that are in
class help on making responbring the tragedies, heartaches' what we can to bring Peace . . . And then the Memphis C o - land is now with
CBS, Ge rri constant use. Store
sible decisions about drinking
electric apand co ncerns that were pre-,Love . . . and . . . Brotherhood Ettes lent sparkle to the holi- Warrick, who's Broadca
st Stan- pliances not used daily. Put
;from the pamphlet,
sented us in the past year. For to the earth. Let us see what days with their"Bel Africain" dard Supervi
upl
sor with NBC and pegboard to hold
about Drinking,"prod"Thinki
small tools'
we Memphians who heard that Dr. Martin Luther King,Jr.,. in the Skyway of the Sheraton- was featured
uced ng
by
in "Speaking o f gadgets, measuring
the Children's Bureau and the
spoons or
fateful shot April 4, 1968 which saw "on the mountaintop." This Peabody with the Cobra giving Pe o 1
p e" in Ebony recently cups. Or try
National Institute of Mental
hanging incidenreverberated around the world, is our wish, our prayer for you up the wildest sounds. A more Mercedi
er Goodwin, who came tals on
Health
cup hooks placed underserious note was struck w it h
there is still much for us to do in the New Year.
down last year to show her cat neath
wall cabinets.
prexy Gwen Williamson made
in 1969 to erase the blight of Holiday Sounds
... The the
in a Cat Show, she sent hellos
The pamphlet doesn't say
If flooring, work surfaces and
shame that still cloaks our city. PATS sent guests soaring
presenta
tion
of
$1700.00
RICH SQUARE — North
to
into
to Jewel and Jimmy Hulbert
drink or don't drink. It does not
-- the United Negro College Fund.
wall areas are easily marred
There are many and various the clouds at the annual holiCarolina's Federation of Negro
and Harriett and Maceo WalAr.
WASH
present
INGT
drinking as the road
ON, D. C.
and hard-to clean, consider reC.
u "Bill- Weathers, 1 9 6 8
ways for us to bridge the gap day cocktail party staged
in the
ker, she has a new cat . . .this
(WMNS) — Being a teenager to ruin. It points out that we Women's Clubs has selected
Chairman of the UNCF Drive
placing them with tile. (Most
which we're sorry to say still Red Room of the Sherato
Livingstone College, Salisbury,
n-Mcone is a black Persian with
is synonymous with being a are a drinking nation, since
exists in our town. The specas the site of their 60th anniInn. Sparkling een erentans accepted. Other guests of hon. orange eyes aed with Keep i ng top restaurants and hotels, by decision-maker. All teenagers ti use
aolfeothnroel
e m
two
uregreic
saynosno
nvgene
r 2
---v------ or were Elder Blair T. H u n t,
01. versary convention,
tri,m. of selutiuus is far t o o tinkling glasses, beautifu
President
l holiwith "Black Is Beau ti if u 1," the way, use tile in their wrestle with such crucial matIt
who presented each Cobroad for us to explore, how-I day dresses, good friends,
sciais racking up prizes; He 1 lane ' kitchens because of its durabili- ters as how to handle sexual! Ple to explore their own feel- F. T. Newsome announced toEtte with a Bible, and Ignatius
ever being a part of the fourth' tillating music,
plus delicious
(Mrs. Frederick) Song s t a c ke,ty, cleanliness and easy main- drives, how to choose a career,Iings about drinking. It presents I day.
IhicEssien, from Nigeria, who
estate, we would naturally think'foods prepare
tenance.) Last, but not least, a
d to delight t h e
how to become independent of insights on what the experi-' The meeting dates are June
of communication as an easy gourmand's palate
lis a student at Southwes t e r n who sent love to Mattie a n d multitude of colors and
design parents without rejecting them. ence of other teenagers is on 12-14,
all helped to
Whittier Sengstacke, and o u r
1969 and more than
and more readily accesible ve- put accents
University. T w a s the f i r s t
possibilities make tile one of One decision that
on another festive;
drinknin
ergeen
at is virtually -60
(at n averageteena
a bo
sauyt one-thousand delegates are exhicle available to each of us to,e v e n i n g with
tCo-Ette Ball in ten years. Dr. cohort in Co-Ettes Mildred Mrs. the most versatil
e
and
the
gracious
Harry
valuable inescapable for American teen;
) Gibson, so sorry we
of teenagers
'--- —e --------iHollis
pected to .converge on the
help bring us together. T h
F. Price had missed, he
PATS as hostesses.
decorating materials you can agers is whether or not to they have used
alcohol be- I Piedmont city for the three!was abed with the Hong K o ng didn't get the address of Ruby; use.
communication can take place' Aside from effortles
sly enter-Inu.
and the Rev. E. W. Williamson
drink.
fore
leaving high school).
day confab.
just anywhere . . . on the job,Itaming their many
_
guests in a!
Ethel Marie Sengstacke, was who spent the holidays in Chi-I
in the classroom, the telephone gay manner, the PATS
cycloped
Britanni
ia
ca wherel
showed'
cap, their little son Keith was
crowned "Miss Co-Ette of 1969"
or just whenever the occasion I another side
he is District Field Trainer;
of the personality
•
worried about how Santa Claus
presents itself or you can pre-,of the group which
Westb
rooks was would
Each district in Northern Calhas always
find
his
chimney
in
the
crowned "Co-Ette Miss UNCF"
sent the occasion. We're ree warmed us . . .
ifornia Division had a winner
their genuine
. Teresa Shackelford, was first Windy City, they left Xmas
minded of the plea of a parti-iconcern for each
and Mr. Simpson was tops in
other. T h i.s
Eve, and then the Staples Sing- w
•
alternate, Brenda Batts, second
cipant in the Multi-Ethnic Text-was the first
time one of their
Oakland Calif. District.
ers
are
always
so
real.
grabbed
alternate and Charlotte Bynum,
book Conference sponsored by number Ethel
•
(Mrs. George)
third alternate. Other Co-Ettes with the Mama of the crew,
e Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Isabel had missed the
He
was
named
also
seasonal
and
then
Chicago
is the base of
pretty in African a t tire and
a plea not to be junked into one party so the
of the month" in November for
gals paid a silent'
wearing naturalles were Wendy handsome Joe Black, who i s
bag . . . a plea to analyze in- tribute and had
his outstanding sales record Nuptial vows were
the accordionecoaley,
Vice-President of Greysaid by ed from the W. P. Ware High
dividuals on a personal plane ist play her favorite
Karen Chandler, Debwith Britannica.
song, Sop-"
Miss Agnes Marie Carpenter School and is presently
hound
Corporat
ion.
oin
Detroit,
b
i
e
a seNorther
... a pie a to hone stly and
oss. and B e erly
m be re" which should help
James A. Simpson Jr. of MoOn December 11, 1968 the di- and Engineman Second Class! nior at Tennessee A&I State
Steinberg. Melba Sartor was ill we found Co-Ette Founder Mary desto, California, formerl
openly acknowledge and dia-' hasten the day
y of
of her recovery
vision manager. Julian Smith, Freddy Haddox in St. Michael University in Nashville.
and entered the hospital on the Agnes and Ed Davis both abed , Memphis,. won
cuss differences . . a plea for and return to the
a one-week all
fold. Hattie
Archangel Chapel at the Milwith that dreadful flu.
e
„e
!
an admitted awareness of t h e House. another
expense paid trip for two to gave a Luau in honor of the lington Naval Air Station on Engineman
member of the
And
Chicago
Haddox
was
schoolm
arm
HeAdvisors who were Co-Ettes
winners at the Castaway Polyneces sity of the concept of congenial group
Hawaii.
was also abgraduated from Matchez High
Saturday, Dec. 21.
during their high school d a ys len Bradford reported that her
"B lack Power," and as Fr. sent because of
nesian restaurant on Coyote
illness.
The new bride is the daughe School in Franklin and studied
are Carol Thompson. Shir 1 e y fh a ther William R. Bradford, The trip was won by Mr. Point on the San Francisco
James Lyke, OFM, the first Glamourous PATS
direct i n g
ter
of Mr and M rs Ja me sl at Tennessee State University
ad
visited
her
just
before
the
Simpson
during
a
tenweek Bay.
Peace, Linda Hargraves, J a e- H
Black Catholic priest assigned the fun w er e
Ezell Park s
Carpenter of Somerville, Tenn., before enlisting in the U. S.
period of salesmanship for Enquelyn Brodnax. Angela Flow- olidays began.
in our cit y, w h o says that with her Hanniba
Mrs.
Simpson, the former and the groom
l, Wilhelmein
the son of Mr. Navy. He is stationed aboard
ers. Yours truly is Sponsor.
"Blackness" in its new concept Thompson and Charles,
, Miss Barbara P. Jeans, said and Mrs.
I •
Euralia
Robert
B. Owen of the U. S. John F. Kennedy.
simply means "Honesty."
the affair was -most enjoy- Franklin,
and C h a rl e s Fletcher, Hazel Jewel Walker kept time witt
Tenn.
The couple is now residing
the Yule Spirit of outstanding
I able."
' Mrs. Haddox was graduat- at Newport
News, Va.
character when she feted t h e'
•
!Rubaiyats at her place. He r
imported Santa Claus gif t e d
downtown • union ave.• southiand mall
prize winners Clara Ford with
a toaster broiler, Hazel S i ms,
a transistor radio; Nor.
C S S
ma Mims, traveling cups; guest
soap for Doris Walls, and silent
fashion spoeialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 32V2
butlers for Mary Rhodes and
,Levonia Deberry.
I Other Rubaiyats exchanging
INC.
;gifts with secret pals w bile
drinking eggnog and feastin:
;on savory roast beef, st u f f
;potatoes. French green be a ri
tossed salad and hot br ea d,
were Peggy Brewer. Lo r e n
Buford. Helen Green, Erdim
Hall, Mattie Little, C a r olyr
King, Emma Primous, B e t
Payne and Clara Parker.
Holiday Travelers . . . M r.
and Mrs. W. P. Porter winged
It off to Montreal, Quebec for
the holidays with their daughter Luc ie Weidman, Luice is
our chum from schooldays at
ST. A.
And Mrs. Lucious (Emma)
Patterson jetted off to the City
of the Angels to visit her s o n'
Elegance in window styling.
land daughter in law, Virgie and
;Lucious Patterson, Jr.
Bobbie and Dr. Sidney Mc
INairy are here from Southern
University with their fol ks
TO
I for the Yuletide.
Edward Con y e rs spent the
holidays in the Bluff City. He's
now teaching in the Windy City.
And yours truly migrated to
,the Motor City with our God-!
'child Michele Jones who h a dl To the lady who is furnishing sizes to fit just about any winflown down for the Co-Ette Ball. her first home, and who must dow measurement.
We guested with aunt and uncle be mindful of expenses, what The inner draw draperies are
Eleanor and Thomas Russell to do with living room windows of sheer dacron ninon voile in
and Melba and Floyd Jones ten be an imposing challenge- stark decorator white. This comwho were once M e m phi ans. Vit. The Fabric Mart comes bination of handsomely texturTwas a heart tugging ex- up with this luxurious ready- ed satin over-draperies a n d
We Honor
per ence to attend Midnight made window treatment that light, bright sheer under-draperMass Christmas Eve with t he will surely win a husband's ap- ies will beautify any Ii v ing
Joneses and their cousin Luther plause for good looks end
BANK AMERICARD
eco- room—contemporary or tradiMASTER CHARGE
,S t e i nburg and his daughters, nomy.
tional. The under draperies are
Diane, Sandra and Trinextra full to crest a custom
ier. Floy d accompanied the A true custom made-to-order look seldom found in ready-to
look
is
achieve
d
with
this
drachoir with his trumpet at the
hang draperies, and are availSt. Cecelia Catholic Church matic design in a living room able in 9 light, airy colors and
which has won worldwide a c- window consisting of both over- In 31 sizes.
cl aim f or the Black Jesus from The Fabric Mart ready-to
Would you believe it, this
which dominates the dome of, hang collection.
entire ensemble for a double
the church. Gives on an ether- Lovely moss green, heavy an- window, including over
-drapereal experience to look up at the'tique satin is the material in ies, under-draperies
, valances
mural with the integrated choir the outer draw drapery. The and trim —
can be purchased
of angels and portraits of Ghan- same rich fabric is used for for less
than $65. That's less
di, President John F Kennedy,, both the festoon valance a n d than
half the cost of a comDr M a rtin Lather King. Jr. the insert valance, as well as
DOWNTOWN
parable custom-made window
64 SO. MAIN
P.• 317-6436
and Senator Robert F. Kenne- for the tie-hacks. The matching
UNION AVI. •
treatment. And. if you don't tell
1992 UNION
• 274-2063
dy in the heavenly clouds.
fringe adds another touch gif who'll know the difference?
WHITIKAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 394-0064
Dr Quincy and Melba John- elegance. There is a wide
ThLc. elegant drapery treatson sent hellos to their relatives of fabrics in 16 decorato
r colors' ment complete can be seen at
Ernestine Martin and Ethyl and to coordinate w it
h the color, The Fabric Mart, located in six
Dr. R. Q. Vensoo as did Mar- scheme of every
room, and 38 Chicagoland.
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LONG Semi-Hand Made Wig
Hand Made Stretch Wig

43 95
49.95

LONG FALL . . .24.95
Mini Wig . . . .19.95

Window Elegance
FOr I-1omemakers

SHORTIE WIG
12.95

OFF

specially sized

I

161/2 to 321
/
2 and 18 to 60

Early Bird Special
),44Afro Brush WIG
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COLLEGIATE BILL HUGE SUCCESS

A

46

FOUNDER OF BALL —
Above is the founder and
president of the Collegiate
Associates, Bernard Roberson. He is Promotions Man-

ROSE STEWARD — Miss
Rose Steward, pictured in
a bathing suit is a stu-

SECOND PLACE — Second
Place Winner — Miss Aretha Foster, a second year
student at the University of

ager of Stax-Volt Recording
Co. Mr. Robinson expressed his plans of expanding
the Collegiate Contest to a
nation-wide affair.

.iECOND RUNNER-UP —
Shown here is the third
place winner in the Third
Annual Collegiate Ball at

dent at Arkansas AM&N
College in Pine Bluff.

the Club Paradise. She is
Miss Sandra Price, a student at Memphis State Univ.

— Third
THIRD PLACE
Place Winner — Memphis
State University student,

Miss Sandra Price
with her trophy.

Bernard
Roberson, Slat
Records Promotion Manager and Founiier of the
Collegiate Ball, poses to
the left of the newly
crowned "Miss Collegiate
of 118-69," Miss Deborah

Jefferson. In the background on the left is the
"Whiz Kid" of WIMK Radio, on the right is Donny
Brooks of KATZ in St.

poses

Michigan was chosen by a
panel of judges as first alternate to Miss Collegiate
Queen '68-'ss

WINNER'S CIRCLE — In
the first place winner of

the Third Annual Collegiate
Ball, Miss Deborah Jeffer•

son, a second year student
at Fisk University.

Miss Collegiate
0f68 -69
Deborah Jefferson
FROM RUST COLLEGE Pictured here is one of the
contestants in the Collegiate

Contest. The shapely Miss
attends
J o n es
Maxine
Rust College.

•
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ARTHUR ASHE LAUDED

His three touchdowns equal- ed the colts on a 60-yard, 10-.
ed the title game record held, play drive that ended when at,
ironically, by two Browns — Matte crashed over from the Sli sS I
Monrce
Otto Graham in 1954 and Gary one.
•
'Collins in 1984.
In the drive Morral corn The Colts also had two field pleted three passes and Matte
•
goals by Lou Michaels of 28 ran four times. Baltimore
yards and 10 yards, a running struck again late in the second
touchdown by Timmy Brown, period with a 13-yard drive for
following a disand four conversions by the scond TD that made it
ADELAIDE, Australia (UPI) point to Bowrey
Michaels as they handed the 17-0.
decision.
puted
Cup
Davis
States
United
'the
—
The triumph meant Belli- 1965 to Green Bay.
CLEVELAND (UPI) — Tom
Browns the first shutout they
(UPI) — Play- team shed tears of happiness "It's 'hard to single out any
Matte, a hero but a loser in more's third NFL title and the And it was Matte, this time had suffered in any game Mike Curtis started that one NEW YORK
said
er-Coach Bill Russell of the , and tears of sorrow before pre- one member of the team,"
a previous title game, gained end of four years of frustra- at his own halfback position, since they lost to the New York when he intercepted an aerial
"but there is no doubt
Hopman.
the
Celtics
Boston
vith
champion
world
home
return
to
Cleveparing
the
Nelsen
on
by Bill
his reward and glory Sunday tion in which they came close that the Colts turned to again Giants 10-0 in 1958
mind that Arthur Ashe
land 33 despite Brownie and Baltimore Bullets star Earl coveted trophy for the first in my
on this frigid day when 25-milewhen his record-tying three hut did not win.
The victory gave the Colts squawks that he was out of Monroe were among the eight time since 1963.
is the best player in the world,
per- hour winds, howling
touchdowns led the Baltimore
amateur and professional."
Matte, former Ohio off the leaden waters of nearby revenge aplenty for the 27-0, bounds. Matte slammed for 12 players chosen to head the
Colts to the National Football But for
of the
same
captain
the
on
Dell,
suffered
Hopman also saluted his own
they
Donald
loss
BasNational
the
for
team
as
East
year
star in his eight
ards, Hill for nine and then
Lake Erie turned the hands of
and
League championship in a 34-0 State
down
1964
in
broke
game
title
squad,
of Bowrey, Ray Buffets
the
in
team
S.
field
U.
annua pro, the victory was the star passers stiff and cold.
Matte scooted around end for ketball Association's 19th
rout of the Cleveland Browns.
iasvept during the presentation and 17-year -old John Alexander
14
Jan.
Game
All-Star
al
crowning achievement of a Matte, carrying the ball 13 agaiust Cleveland
11 yards and his second touch
;ceremonies at center court and said he was proud of the
It was that loss that began' down.
.
Baltimore.
started three years ago. times for 72 yards. came Baltimore's
The Colts, unleashing awe- story
where he was handed the sil- way they had met the Amerifour long years of,
some ground power in 20-degree, At that time when their through again — slamming frustration that ended Sunday., Cleveland came out fired up Also selected to the squad ver bowl by Sir James Harri- can challenge.
weather in Cleveland Stadium,i; quarterback was injured, the over for two touchdowns in! A crowd of 80,628 watched a for the second half but seemed chosen by sports writers and son, Governor of South Austraqualified to meet the New York Colts called on halfback Matte the second period and one in scoreless first period that seem- to lose its zip when Cockroft sports casters were John Hay- lia.
Billy CunJets, champs of the American! to fill in—and he gave a gal- the third to lead Baltimore's'
twice missed a field goal from licek of the Celtics,
0 17 7 10-34
Philadelphia and Dell, whose overwhelming
of
ningham
Football League, in their third lent effort even though Balti- running attack over the soggy,; Baltimore
line.
the 43 yard
the Davis
0 0 0 — 0
more lost that title game in spungy turf.
Cleveland
annual Super Bowl Jan. 12.
Jerry Lucas of Cincinnati at the ambition was to see
hands.
Balt — Fg Michaels 28
Cockroft, who had a forwards; Oscar Robertson of Cup back in American
Arthur
of
team
his
praised
run
of
I
Bing
Matte
Dave
and
—
Ball
mediocre afternoon punting as the Royals
Mob Lutz and then
(Michaels kick)
well, punted only 33 yards late' Detroit at the guards; and, Smith and
"Believe
—
Bait — Matte 12 ru in the third period to set up the backing up Russell at center, warned the gallery:
BOSTON — (UPI) — Boston
to surgoing
not
10.
are
we
me,
Bulthe
of
Unseld
Wes
(Michaels kick)
Colts' 48-yard drive for its rookie
Celtics player-coach Bill Ruseasily."
cup
the
render
ALL 4 WHE
Balt— Fg Michaels 10
third touchdown. It was a seven'lets.
been named
Dell went on to praise the sell should have
Bait — Brown 4 run (alichael play drive with a big one, a
Basket
National
the
of
coach
star
All
AusIt will be the first
determined effort of the
kick)
38-yard pass from Morrall to game for Monroe, Unseld and tralians but was then forced to ball A s s ociation's Eastern
A — 80,628
All-Star
1Willie Richardson and a first Cunningham.
walk away from the micro- team in next month's
22
Celtics
First Downs
to
12 down on the five yard line.
according
Game,
with
and Balti- phone, his eyes brimming
184
Rushing Yardage
manager Red Auer56 Matte slammed three yards to Cincinnati, Boston
general
cracking
voice
his
and
tears
on
117 the two and then belted across more each placed two men
161
Passing Yardage
bach.
with emotion.
53 104 against for his third and record the team while Detroit and
Return Yardage
to tears The veteran pro basketball
moved
also
was
Ashe
each.
one
had
Philadelphia
11.32-2 tying touchdown.
1123-1
Passes
beaten in his final executive, a frequent all-star
Black ie Moore. Prop
Neither New York nor Milwau- after being
5-33.4
2-37
Punts
of the challenge coach himself during his long
match
butisingles
1 Cleveland turned to despera- kee had a player named
1
Fumbles lost
round by Mil Bowrey, thus de- , career, questioned the decision
54 tion to its old quarterback, four additional players will be Priving the Americans of a i by NBA president J. Walter
15
Yards penalized
NBA coaches
ed to portend a game like the Frank Ryan, in the closing chosen by the
inag r in- Kennedy in which heBuappointrorvyidm
and it is elean fsowreeap 4-alndvicpto
lesto
'65 finale when Cleveland burst minutes of the third period. to round out the squad
Oiled Gene Shue of the
the Knicks and stead
the Eastern squad in
loose in the second half to But the move backfired when mandatory that
'handle
matches.
3-of-5
best
the
in
expansion Bucks have a
win.
Ryan fumbled on the first play tie
Commenting on his defeat, Baltimore Jan. 14.
r•nr_sentative on the team.
on
and
Baltimore
recovered
Ashe said: "I didn't give him "Russ would probably have
But this time it was Balticc, .ch of the first anything, he was just too good." turned it down, preferring to
more turning to the running the Cleveland 20. The Colts Gene Shue.
will pilot the
illcte,
B
place
the
drove
to
Browns
three
beAustralian captain Harry Hop- be a player, but he should have
of matte and Jerry Hill that
team.
East
fore
stalling and Michaels kickman congratulated the U. S. been offered the job," Auer_ .
broke loose for 17 points in the
nlayers for their great chal- back said. "The Celtics finishsecond period, three in the ed his second field goal from
ed second in the Eastern standit
to
10
make
the
27-0.
and sportsmanship.
lenge
third and 14 in the fourth.
The gallery applauded for alings last season and beat PhilThe tide turned late in the
'full minute when Hopmaniadelphia in the playoffs so RusA 67-yard drive in 11 play.
first period when big Bubba
praised Ashe for conceding a sell was the logical choice."
B a Itimore's
final
Smith of the Colts crashed produced
QUESTIONS
through to block an attempted touchdown of the day. Matte
1—What fighter died a few
Abe Saperstein's Famous
field goal by Cleveland's Don began the series by running
days after a bout with rriene
Cockroft. Baltimore began a
Canera ?
38-yard drive that ended 15 four yards and then eight
2—What righthanded pitcher
seconds into the second period yards — but he suffered a groin won the most games In major
when the left-footed Michaels injury on the second run and kague history?
rammed his first field goal
s—What was Joe DINIaggio's
was taken out of the game.
batting streak?
through th green uprights.
HE'S been
HOOHEE?
The Colts' hard-hittin,1 deMorrall's 27-yard pass to
around baseball
fense throttled the next series
since 1950,
,of Cleveland plays and then Richardson was the big play,
"MAGICIANS OF BASKETBALL"
mostly as a requarterback Earl Morrall steer- as the drive kept rolling and
lief pitcher.
Plus The Famous Globetrotter
Brown, Matte's replacement.
Came to big
ADDED ATTRACTIONS
picked up the TD when he rollleagues with
ilwaukee,
ed over from the four yard
8:00 P.M.
since has been
line
with Houston,
SUNDAY, JANUARY 5th
Cleveland, Boa.
ton, Chicago
Mid-South Coliseum
and Detroit.
$2.50 — $3.00 — $3.50
ANSWERS
.11.61 in 55u15.2 SifliS
141 Send check or Money Order to Mid:•••—
Pa%
'
'
-;?•••uot) 9g tit Xiajas 75tf aH—E
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Colts Swamp Browns,
Win NFL Tide, 34-0

1
Head P cks Tor
NBA's East Sties

Davis Cup To US,
First Since '63

Was Russell

Overlooked? -
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MCKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC.
Fender Body Work
Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.

RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
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MEMPHIS . t ARGEST FOOD SlORES

1.106UtiOr J•31113M—Z
-13EtpS ILL13—
1.10G : a ooH)
s; Central Presa

Year!

EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendennoll )

1
‘

South Coliseum, Fairgrounds, 38104

?, Featuri-g
-z.
DOWLARK

LEMON

MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
Ilasie

Heinz

KRAUT
Qt. Jar 250

TOMATO
SOUP
10%Oz.Cans
6Limit
100

C

HEIM' FOFORDRD
GIANT DEALER
THE

Luck 's
Seasoned

TURNIP GREENS
:2

170z.Cans
Derby

CHILI

Sacramento

390

TOMATO
SAUCE

with BEANS
15'i Oz

Can

80z.

25*

4For 250
4Limit
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT

Fred Mantes,

Showboat

FOOD STAMPS

VEG. Yellow
PORK n
q.rts.
OLEO
BEANS
lb 150
30 Oz Can 210
DelMonte CUT
BrennerCrackers
SALTINES
GREEN
2Limit
BEANS
lb.Bcx 150
450

•
111Nute Paid
Florida Froze*

oz.

3Limit

35*

FRED MONTESI

17 Oz. 2 For

WITH COUPON
DOMINO or GODCHAUX
SUGAR5 lb• b a gl*

SUGAR

With coupon and S5.00 additional ;:urchaso, excluding
yolu• of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and'
tobacco nlso •xcluded In campllanc• with 00000 law).
,Coupon .spires' Wednesday, January 8, 1969
purchas•
ONE coupon psi family per week.
t in hided in coupon

t
•••••:*:'••••1

Richter

SoundBeauty
Chum

SALMON
16 Oz.
2Lirnit 59*

•••••••••$2202•66

Fairlanes as low as

2307•38
P.U. Trucks as low as ••••••
$2081.00

Mustangs as low as •••••••••$

We Have A Large I nventory Of Late Model New Car
Trade In's At

GIANT SAVINGSII
"Nobody Walks Away"

• ...is-. • I

•'N.:..:"•:::•.••••••••••• ••••• •

Falcons as low as ••••••••••$2022,96

Galixie 500 as low as ••••••$2432.37

ORANGE JUICE
12

GIANT'SAVINGS ON
NEW FORD CARS & TRUCKS

Veg.
Shortening
49(
3 lb. Can
.....

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer at Hollywood

phone: 458-1151

•

participate in programs aimed
at furthering the interest of
the Black community as a
whole.
During the Christmas Holidays the organization fulfilled
its purpose. To build campus
interest, B.S.A. presented what
has been called, "one of the
best talent shows ever presented on Memphis State's Campus." They went into community high schools to recruit
campus talent. The admission
was one can of food. Members
of the B.S.A. distributed the
cans to families in need. Many
times B.S.A., the distributor
were so overwhelmed by the
poverty in some areas, that
they left more boxes then intended for certain areas.
During one visit the distributors took interest in home made
radio, made by Willie Davis,
of 2601 Oaklahoma.
The BSA has also attacked
Memphis State's policies to r
students interested in entering
sororities
a nd
fraternities,
-We demand that the purpose
and objectives for all
Sororities be published so that
interested black woman might

read them and pledge, we
further demand that this letter
be sent without fail to girls
entering Memphis state University."
In an effort to acquire black
majorettes for the Memphis
State Band, B. S. A. Member
Charles Jones had a conference
Dr. Tommy Ferguson,
band master of Memphis State
band. Furguson said that he
would gladly employ the services of Black women if he could
find the talented ones.
B. S. A., official stand on the
majorette situation is this,
"There are too many black
female students at this university for them not to be represented in proportion to their
number."

Another

organization

that

the Black Students Association
is attempting to open up for
black women is the Angel
Flight. The B.S.A. stated in
a letter, "It is the belief of
the Black Student Asociation
that Angel Flight serves a
worthwhile purpose, and in
servign that purpose, it is our
belief that Angle Flight should
represent all the students affiliated with the AFROTC Program.'' B. S. A. gave three
alternatives to the AFROTC
Flight, Angel
Angel
Dept.
Flight be integrated in proportion with black students enrolled in AFROTC, or be
abolished immediately. If these
two alternatives cannot be
net black male students should

from

AFROTC

The B. S. A made this demand on the Athletic Dept.,
"We demand that black schools
in this and other areas be
scouted and their best black
athletes be given Scholarships,
we further demand that Mr.
Murphy add a black coach
to his staff. If black coaches
like those at professionals as
they do, then we need that
kind of skill here at Memphis
State University."
Simular demands have been
made on the book store, library
and the faculty.
Officers of the B.S.A. are
Charles Jones, Chairman, Thomas Potter, Vice Chairman
Turner, Co-ordinating
Ruby
Secretary Henri Etta Barnes,
Correspondence, Caylon Calhoun, Chairman of Finance
Committee, Anthony Keys, Vice
Chairman of the Finance Committee Sharon Goodwin, Chairman of the Education committee David Acy Vice Chairman of Education committee.
The co-ordinating members
are Harold Tate, Leroy Brown
and Edwina Harrell

community as a whole. Officers of the B S A are Charles Jones,
Chairman - Thomas Potter, Vice Chairman - Ruby Turner, Coordinating Secretary - Henri Etta Barnes, Correspondent - GayIon Calhoun, Chairman of Finance Committee - Sharon Goodwin, Chairman of the Education Committee. The co-ordinating
members are Edwin Harrell, Harold Tate, and Leroy Brown.

During an attempt to put
black codes on the M S U
Cheerleading squad, B. S. A
members came to this con
elusion, about Mrs. Furs, Direc.
tor of cheerleaders and her at
titude towards the B. S. A. 's
request, "Due to the uncooperativness of Mrs. Furr, her
incapability of discussing the
matter at hand in an objective

manner and h e r misprouncia- be exempted
tion .of the word "Negro", completely.
leaves little doubt in ones mind
that Mrs. Furs is not capable
of continuing to serve as Director of the Cheerleaders at this
university when constructive
dialogue is so vitally needed
between black and white students.

MSU's, BSA - Black Bold & Beautiful
. . .. • .
We the members of the
Black Student As.sociation of
Memphis State University, here
assembled, in order to foster
the ideals of human brotherhood, gained through the unifying ideal of race: the idea of
fostering and developing t h e
traits and talents of the Black
people, not in opposition to or
contempt for other races, but
rather in larger conformity to
the greater ideals of the American Republic, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for
the Black Student AsociatMn
of Memphis state University.
The above stat2ment is the
Preamble to the constitution
of The Black Student Association of Memphis State University better known as the B.S.A.
The organization has set several precedents on the M.S.U's
campus. The most outstanding
being the first Black Organization
charterd on Memphis
State Campus.

*
NM NM elk
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The purpose of the organization is two fold, To further the
interest of the Black Students
of Memphis State University
arx1 the community, and to

1

Shown above are members of the Black Student Association of
Memphis State University, as they prepare baskets to distribute
to poor families in the Memphis area. The purpose of the organization is two fold, first to further the interest of the Black
Students of Memphis State University and Second, to participate in programs aimed at futhering the interest of thhe Black
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*Joyce Green, 19, of 269 West
152 street, New York City, who
writes of her experiences work.
ing with ghetto children in a
feature, "The Daring Young
G
'Paula Parker, 17, of 5234
Indianapolis,
llinois,
North
who is Governor of Indiana
Girls State; Judy Patton, 18,
of 16007 Walden Avenue, Cleveland, a National Merit Scholar,

In "It Takes Heart To Inspire
26 Ghetto Kids," Joyce Green
tells how her own experiences
as a Negro child in a ghetto
led her to her present job as
a counselor in a community
center and of her success in
instilling a sense of pride and
eagerness to succeed in the

who are spotlighted in the and Reba Pittman, 17, of
issue's beauty feature, "Bru 3810 13th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., the regional
nettes Are Back."
vice president of Future Homemakers of America, all of
whom model fashions.

Six Negro Girls Featured
In Seventeen Magazine
NEW YORK — For six Negro girls achievement has led
to recognition —in the pages
of a national publication.
Appearing in the January
"You the Reader" issue of
Seventeen Magazine, annually
devoted to the contributions of
outstanding teens in every
field, are:
*Linda Chestnut, 14, of 155-48
203 street, Saint Albans, New
York, and Veronica Prescott,
17, of 221-37 Murdock Avenue,
Queens Village, New York,

tc*.44"

'

12 A.M./0 6 AN.

Cot Docidio

members of the band. The DHTA
recently sposoreil a program in the
Dixie Homes Communily Center
for children frPm one to 13 years
old.

9.00 w.#4. to 100 P.M.

Ay•ry F. Davis

SUPER SOIL "DJ'S"

WITH MEMPHIS

MORE _SUPER SOU MUSIC

NIGHTand DAY

1340

shown above is a newly organized
band for the Dixie Homes Teens
Association. Pictured here are Ernest Hall, Julius Rhodes. and other

Mk& Kid
7700 P.M. to 1240 A M.

Al Pork iris
3 00 P.M. to 7 00 P.M.

children with whom she works.
"I didn't want the kids in
my community to be destroyed
by the myth of the 'select few,'
or feel the frustrations and
anger I had felt— I hope to
help them use their abilities to
the fillest." she says. She's
already on her way to doing
that. Last summer, under her
guidance, the children held a
dance and talent show and
raised $500 toward a trip to
Nantucket Island. Joyce, a
sophomore at New York's City
College, looks forward to a
emotionally
teaching
career
disturbed youngsters.
Paula Parker, Judy Patton
and Reba Pittman all model
fashions for the publication's
January issue. Paula is pictured in a nubby tweed jumpdress with billowy checked
voile sleeves. She is a senior
at Northwest High School in
Indianapolis, plans to major
in political science in college
and hopes to serve in government as a member of the Diplomatic Colas.

Judy. a freshman at the
University of Chicago V4 here
she plans to major in mathematics. models a shiny knit
shiurt, checked pantskirt and
bolero. Reba is pictured in the
issue in corduroy hip-hung
pants topped by a T-shirt and
Western jacket and in Schifjeans
b 1 ne
Ili-enihroidered
topped by a cotton knit shirt.
She is a senior at Theodore
Roosevelt High School in Washington, D. C. and hopes to
study sociology. psychology and
mtLdical technology in college
editor
beauty
Seventeen's
showed Linda Chestnutt and
to
how
Prescott
Veronica
make the most of their dark.
haired looks. Both girls not
only got hair-do tips —Linda
learned to control an Afro cut
that was growing out and
Veronica was taught how to
hard-to-manage
with
cope
tresses but also learned new
make-up tricks. Linda is a
freshman and Veronica is a
senior at andrew Jackson High
School in Queens.

Gathered around the Christmas tree during a
party for the Dixie Homes Teens Association are
Miss Gladys Scott, Donna Scott, Terri Wilson,
Denise Gaston, Ernest Hall, Mark Green. Joyce
Scott, Mr. Ferrell, and Mrs. Georgia Walker. The
party was held in the Dixie Homes Community
Center Dec. 23,

Col UMBIA RECORDING ARTIST Mahan& Jackson smiles and accepts congratulations frame Bil F a r r,
vice president, marketing, CRS Recerds, at a recent re#eption held at the New York Hilton in Muer of N i as
Jackson's latest Columbia LP," "Christmas With II a la alia." The album was ease of the popular Willey recordinerc
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It's Mrs. Mikalot, with the
6 o'clock news.
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TOP ENTERTAINER: — Flip
Wilson, the popular comedian,
.will entertain B. F. Goodrich
the dealers at regional dealer
..ales meetings in Dallas, San
I'rancisco, Chicago, Atlanta
and Philadelphia in January.
This appearance will be
the.
first by a nationally known
performer at the annual meetings, which this year are expected to draw more than 1,600
persons.

The New Folk under the
sponsorship of one of the most ceremonies of the group, "Men
dynamic and penetrating move are coming to the conclusion,
- through the process
of eliminments of this generation
— ation that Jesus Chri
st is the
CAMPUS
C R USADE
FOR answer to the world's
problems
CHRIST I N T ERNATIONA
L, simply because noth
ing else
will be presented by Sigm
a works. The New Folk carr
y the
Gamma Rho Sorority. Inc.,
on
Monday, January 13, 1969 at action with them — that's their
bag
— hear them and judge for
Bruce Hall of LeMoyne•
Owen yourself. They have
thrilled
College at 8 p.m.
thouands in an action-packed
This is considered to be the social segment calle
d college
most versatile group in Amer students. Many
times they sing
ica — nine performers,
rep- almost exclusively to college
resenting nine different cam- students. They are
college stupuses, THE NEW FOLK
have dents themselves having found
a sound all of their own
— that life can have a purpose,
words cannot adequately
de- they blend their hearts and
scribe their sound. They are
a voices together to proclaim,
new kind of people with a new without apology,
the very nakind of purpose and a new ture of that purp
ose."
kind of "in-ness." Maybe that'
s
The
members of Sigma
why they're called "The New
are enthusiastic about them beFolk."
cause their style appeals
to
In addition to their prod
uc- all groups — young, adults,
tion of fine tones and bein
relig
ious
secular: Tickets are
g a
part of the solution instead
of available at the LeMoyne-Owen
the problem — they're
a big Business Office and from the
plus factor in a some
times memb€rs of the sorority.
negative world. So what
are
Miss Mattie Anderson is
they saying? It's not
so gene
ral chairman of this anmuch what they are sayi
ng as nual
scholarship and charity
what they are living and
com- proj
ect of the sorority; Mrs.
municating — very simply,
a Bernice
dynamic r e I ationship
Fowler, president —
with phon
e 946-7858, and Mrs. Claude
Jesus Christ.
P. Roland, chairman of publiAccording to the master of
city.

New Folk To Sing
Here On Jan. 13

superstar, ' t hat "But the bigg
er crime trans- be shot down
to 'cull the herd'?
'crime in the streets' is the acted in plush offices goes
un"And this question of our
most profitable political foot- publicized. The very
people turning out ill-prepared
graduaball at the moment and every- who object to the more
popu- tes from the majority
of our
one seems to twist it to fit their larized images of
lower class public scho
ol systems in drasown particular ends. It's pro- crime are often them
selves tic. How can a
man possibly
fitable to the politician be- involved in a more
lucrative, live in the subu
rbs and send
cause the typical middle class though hushed,
brand of his children
to a good school
v.hite American with perhaps crime. So not only
must the and not be
concerned about
51.700 to $15,000 in the bank is crime in the stree
ts be sup- the less
fortunate kids in the
raturally against such 'crime'. pressed, but so shou
ld the city?
greed, corruption and apathy
which exists on higher levels
"It all goes back to the sad
he erased.
truth that most of our countrymen have committments which
"I don't mean to sound to- seldom go beyond
TV sets,
tally critical of our system. homes, money and
education
If you were to ask me what is (the latter usua
lly for the
good about our country, I could wrong reasons)
. The simple
spend hours on our assets, but truth is that
you can't change
at this point in our nation's ghettos until
you change the
history we must concern our- quality of BM with
in them.
selves with reconstructing our
"Private property and the
society into one which will
withstand the onslought of almighty buck (which I'm certainly not in favor of d oing
centuries to come.
away with) are presently the
important.
"You see, we must come' most
Capitalism
to a point where our proprieties is elastic enough to encompass
are not to deal with only the this change.
mere patchwork of stopping
"Only when all of America's
riots or suppressing crime in
citiznse can commit thmselves
the streets. If we let it go
at to the good of the country
and
that, what would we do 25
or everyone in it will crime-bo
th
50 years from now? Continue
to in the streets and in plush
midfoster a system which turns out
dleclass offices - be dealt with
semi-literates who will, in turn
, effectively."

notes

co '
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Academy
Award
winning
actor Sidney Poitier is certainly no different and when
the
topical phrase entered a conversation recently at the Philadelphia location site of his
newest
m o vie,
Universal's
"The Lost Man, Poitier
had
definite and stirring thou
ghts
on the subject.
"It goes without saying,"

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

This phrase, perhaps more
than any other, seems to ente
r
the discussion of everyone from
politicians to students to
housewives. Almost everyone
has
something to add to, or
detract
from, the idea in just,
about as
many itterpretations
as there
are people discussing
it.

Crime in the streets.

Poitier Says Crime Not In Stree
ts

AMINE

•

SET

NEWS BREAK — Sidney Poitier
is interviewed by a local television newsman while in Philadel
phia for flming of his current
movie, "The Lost Man," in which he port
rays a disillusioned ex

.
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soldier who steals a quarter of
a million dollars and
over to a black organization.

MSU's, BSA - Black Bold & Beaut
iful
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Slashed Nees
Will Cut Your Food Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

CLIP THIS BONUS COUPON FOR
THIS WEEK'S BONUS STAMPS!

3

ROUND
MEETING
S A N TA
—
Mrs. Beulah Williams, prineipal of Hanley Elementary

School, Is shown introduclug young children at the
chool to Santa Claus fol.

lowing a Christmas program by various grades.

zations

developing

coupon and

$5.00 purchase,

Iteclud.ng t000cco ond 4resh or froren te.ik Prod. I,
urts Good thro Toe, December 17, Limit On•
lap
wALLy
V
11111111 111 1

111

Santa sang Christmas carols for the children.

lb. 5R
lb. $1.09
ft. 2R

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF

CHUCK STEAK
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF

SIRLOIN STEAK
KROGER GRADE A

their

own from the Ford Foundation. It Purposes of the new Center
— Sen. Ed- programs in low-income areas. is an independent, non-profitl for Community Change Closely
WASHINGTON
ward M. Kennedy, the last It is under the administration organization and it expects to, reflect the goal of the Robert
be assisted eventually by other; F. Kennedy Memorial Foundasurviving brother of his line,
Jack T. Conway, former ex- private
of
a n d gove rnment. tion, which is to serve as a catannounced last week the first
new
action program to be associat- ecutive director of the Indus- agencies. The new organiza- alyst in the creation of
ed with the Robert F. Kennedy trial Union Department, AFL- tion is a merger of three social institutions directed at,
CIO and for a time an official groups, the Citizens Crusade producting effective social'
Memorial Foundation.
of 0E0 and the Houing and Against Poverty, the Citizens changes within our democraUrban Development Depart- Advocate Center and the Social tic society." With the senator
Called the Center for Com- ment.
as he spoke were the two oldest'
Development Corporation.
munity Change, it will provide
children of the late Sen. KenSenator Kennedy said:
a wide range of technical as- The Center will begin operatnedy, Kathleen. 17 and oJseph,
sistance to community organi- ing under a $3.5 million granti "The objectives and social 16. Both will be actively working as volunteers in the program.
Conway outlined the tour
major goals of the Center as:
1. To assist local community
groups in low-income areas to
arm themselves with the technical skills and resources they
need to become independent,
self operating community development organizations. 2. Tol
focus national attention on major issues relating to poverty
of improved social and its causes, while publicizbenefits
research
cal
attitude
an
Inc.
sich
—
—(UPI)
YORK
NEW
ing successful efforts to resolve
3nd economic status.
concern.
About 750,000 American col- Fortune said what could have The second group, 42 per these issues. .1. To demonstrate
characterized cent, go for less tangible goals, the need for machinery through
lege students "identify with been "fairly
on the cam- perhaps equipping them to which the poor can address
fringe
lunatic
a
the new left," Fortune Ma- as
ago has change the existing system. themselves to the federal, state
years
few
a
puses"
January
its
gazine says in
Fortune calls this second group and .city agencies that admin"important
an
into
grown
now
issue to be published Monday.
-forerunners" because it ister programs relating to
the
minority."
militant
and
The magazine said the esti- The magazine said attitudes "foresees their number and in- their • problems. 4 To plan
m ite was based on a cross- of college students divide them,fluence growing markedly in better ways of using present
resources and discover new
sectional survey of the 18 to into two groups. The first, the year ahead."
2i age group made for the about 58 per cent of the stu- The forerunners, according resources for assisting the
magazine by Daniel Yankelo- dents, go to college for practi- U Fortune, "identify them - poverty stricken to help themelves as 'doves" who are anti- selves.
Vietnam and antiwar in gen- One of the Center's projec.,
eral, who believe the U. S. will to, the publication of pamA 'sick society,' should im-, phlets and other materials on.
prove things a,. home before contemporary social change'
and providing printing services I
policing the world."
Most admire Sen. Eugene J. to other groups with similar,
McCarthy D-Minn. and the aims and programs.
late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, The overall purpose, Conwayi
D-N.Y., but only 19 per cent stressed, in answer to a ques-I
admire President-elect Richard tion as to how far the money
reason: auto M. Nixon, only 16 per cent ad- available would ge towards
WASHINGTON — The de- sonally. The
Hubert solving the problems of novel
workers plants, currently at high pro- mire Vice President
mand for factory
H. Humphrey, and only 11,ty, is the development of real
September, duction levels, filled openings per cent admire President Lyn- trained leadership at the local
in
strengthened
-lostly by rec ding former erg don B. Jobnon, the magszine level which in limn will be
Department's
Labor
the
its
organize
to
motivated
ha.
ployees.
Bureau of Labor Statistics
vid the survey own bootstrap operations.
FIrtune
reported. Factory hiring inshowed th..t half of the fore- The chairman of the board
accessions. runners have less faith in the of directors for the Center is
f a ctory
Tot,1
creased over the month, re
calla remained strong, and the which normally decline be- democratic process than they Burke Marshall, former Aslay-off rate dropped back to -een August and September, think their parents have, many sistant Attorney General for
question business' ethical stan- Civil Rights in the Justice Deits low July level.
held steady at their high dards, few want business car- partment and now Vice Presiup tk Sugust level. On a seasonally eers, and the largest single dent and General Counsel for
edge
hir,
New
44 per 1,000 workers in Sep- adjusted ,basis, factory acces- segment, 39 per cent, want to the International Busin e s s
t Machine Corporation.
tember a month not usually sions rose 2 per 1,000 workers, Leach.
characterized by rising new
hire activity. New hires were with the rise concentrated in
primary and ca.? durable goods industrie
up significantly
fabricated metals, machinery
and electrical equipment.
The layoff rate edged down
in September from 13 to 12 pet
An exception was transporta- 1,000 workers, seasonally adtion equipment where new justed. Layoffs declined sharp
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
hires increased less than sea- ly in primary and fabricated
• O'COATS • $IM GUNS • LUGGAGE
IS
IUI
t ransportation
and
metals
AND MUSICAL INSIRUMENTS.
inthe
paralleling
equipment,
creased new hire and mho,
MONEY LOANED
activity in those industries.

FRESH FRYER QUARTERS
THRIFTY BRAND

lb.

SLICED BACON

KROGER
SUGAR

Radicals Guild
Power, Says Magazine

in

LOAN FFICE

Cksified Ad
Section

525-83118.

Happy New
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LOW EQUITY SALE
North Bart Mernphis. Three tverlrnntr
one bath, wall to wall carnet. I., ins.
room arid hall. 12 a 14 Patio. fenced ,
I
yard, walking Mistimes to Reboot.

Phone 4441-31148
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MIEL-0-SOFT
wtth coupon and 1.5 00 addittonal purchase. excluding
tobacco. and 'in Tenn. Milk & Mit products

Sandwich

BANQUET FROZEN

MEAT DINNERS

Ham Excluded

BREAD

each

DEL MONTE

TOMATO JUICE

can

46-oz

WASHDAY VALUE

GIANT SIZE BREEZE

1-1b.
8-ox.
loaves

box

AVONDALE FROZEN

CRINKLE-CUT POTATOES

5 lb

bag

BONUS COUPON

KROGER

SALAD DRESSING
CALIFORNIA

qt.

NAVEL

ORANGES
Kroger produce is freshwrapped in CrisPak
clear plastic film tisko

INDIAN RIVER

LARGE GRAPEFRUIT
SWEET POTATOES

each
2 lbs.

Kroger proudly presents

TEEN-TOWN SINGERS on WDIA
SUNDAYS at 1:00 pm

J-7
E up.

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS :

50
50
50
I. 50
100
100
50
.50
50
, 50
50
50
k 50
100
25
25
25
25
25

t
4
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an. 2 Home Pride Batteries
with any I bags &roster Label huts ri
with arty 2 tsp.'s bottles
Kroger Spices
with oliv 2-055•
Country Oven Cookies
te.cept 2o, Animal Crackers/
with plain or lemon custard
Angel Food Cat,
F

with 6 75 or tube
Pride Toothesst•

with any albs. or larger
Bone's* Tenderay Beet Reset

irLij

with 5.Ib bucket
Ground Beef CS? 85
',tr. 3 lbs or more
Ground Chuck
onth 2 pkgs Breakfast Of
Center Cut Pork Chops
with 2 cut up or
country cut.up Fryers
with 2 Oka,
Fryer Breast. Legs or Thighs
0,15 any 2 Pk,
9
K...ser Brand Sliced lunch Meats
w.th 52 00 or worit
Seafood Purchaaes
410.1 Otenge

JUICe

with IP lb. Potatoes
rens 3 lbs a, rno,
e °morn
with 2 or more Heeds Lettuce
w.th 39.1 worth of Bananas

Lar

ON MA, ARTICLES OF VALUE

The factory quit rate rose
less than usual in September.
Seasonally adjusted, the quit
rate fell 2 per 1,000 workers
RESTAURANT BUSINESS. during the month, and, at 24
per 1,000 workers in SeptemFOR SALE •
ber, remained in the narrow
Attractive Package Deal
renge that has prevailed since
Doing Large Volume of Business
the beginning of 1967.
Fixturin include Catlin. Etsfripratorfreakier, Cooking Range. Grill, Comstsrltzer.
with
Dishwasher
plete
Booths and tables. Fishy Stock. Air
in
location
A t t metlye
conditioned
Bleck community. Must to roe to he.
or
327-6012A
Turner
lleve. Call Mrs.

5-lb.
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EXTRA 10P
VALUE STAMPS

STEAK

Poverty Action Program
Is Memorial To in
By ETHEL L. PAYNE

Dobtaaltdainnall 144.ger

Year!

11741 &

1711 MEAL STREET JA 675300

Memphis Kroger Stores
are OPEN SUNDAYS for

You Don't Pay More..
You JustGet MoreAt
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

CONGRATULATIONS

...if

you will coil Mrs. Phillips at
7434630, we will send you 0 cartlfl.

tote good for 1 500 FREE Top V•lur
Stomps.

your shopping convenience,

MSHER

10 am to 7 pm

1925 UNION • 275-1143
-

...If you will call Mrs. Phillips at
713.2630, we will somel you o cort10.
cote goad for a TENDERAY REEF
SIRLOIN STEAKI
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Big Cities Being Sought
For Special Lunch Project

pay the regular charge.
Leonard estimated that 2.5
of 7 million needy school children are now served free or
cut-price meals. $3 million appropriated by an additional
F•3 million appropriated by
(.'ongress this year will bring
about a million more into the
program during this school
year, he said,

go to each city to find out the range of 40 to 60 cents, he
said.
why."
WASHINGTON —(UP!) —
Under the 22-year-old NationDepartment
The Agriculture
The Agriculture Department
of the cost of al School Udell Program, most*
estimat
no
has
said Monday it is looking for the experimental program but youngsters pay about half the'
large cities to try an experiYOU
money for it would come from actual costs of their lunches
mental school lunch program
state's share of $43 million with federal, state and local
a
caterprivate
under which
lv allocated this year to contributions making up the
ers would provide meals to new-food programs in scho- rest.
expand
gehtto area shcools.
the
department
.min. ols with the most needy stu- However,
aa
•
Rodney E. Leonard,
per cent of the
said
13
about
Idents.
istrator of Consumer and Mar1 3.2 billion lunches served last
keting for the department, told" The $43 million is part of an year were free or reduced in AT YOUR DRUGGIST
a news conference that as estimated $327 million the guy- price for children unable to
as 9.5 million children , ernmint will provide in castmny
46.10.
in the nation's big cities and re- during the 1968-69 school year
mote rural areas go to schools to help serve food and extra
that have neither kitchens nor milk to poor pupils.
Leonard said airlines had
lunch rooms.
proved the practicality of servWIG MFG. OUTLET OF MEMPHIS, Ins.
"We are trying to reach the ing
meals prepared elsewhere
cities more rapidly trought a but
their costs were too high
series of prototype contracts for
school meals. Costs to the
SPECIAL GROUP
1'
;
4
OF -, ,
that school boards and dis schools
should be kept within
liti-;.:y. , or: •
tricts could use to contract for
PRE-C17
RLED
-tri.', If
V.:
food services with food management companies," Leonard
We Cart do Mori Fo, Homeowners
said.
I
Buyers
Most big cities don't proListinas-Cales-Loons
in
vide
lunch
elementary
LEWIS REALTY COMPANY
schools the ghetto areas —
887 Thomas St.
(which
before
were) built
the program was conceived." .948-8890
M. MS1 or 5 as, Queen. All
526-9203
with hand-tied crown and 6"
The experimental program
stretch to fit all head sizes.
'6
to be tried in five or six cities
1 I
V /
would contract for catered
41.
meals, costing between 40 and
60 cents each, "for the chil00
SPECIAL. GROUP
CAN YOU USE
/II
dren who need it most," LeonMIXED COLORS
ard added.
MORE
Falls 20"..../6"• Cascade....'I4"• Wiest 6"....'3"
He said so far no city had
expressed
interest
in
the
1100% Human Hair • We Use British Nettiag Only!
project. He said this puzzled
him but added that school
CONVENIENT
YES,WE HAVE AFRO-WIGS
lunch directors had been asked
LOCATIONS
to survey their states for posott RI tot,: S till V 01'
sible sites for the experiments.
- 11 PelfleiNfiej
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Santa Came Early
The Mallory Knights Charita- that this is just one of the many
ble Organization comes to the such cases we have encountaid of Mrs. Marie Davis, a wid- ered in our struggle to alleviow who lives alone at 799 Nep- ate poverty in our community.
tune. She is a diabetic with Miss Thompson, Junior Presihigh blood and now an apparent dent, stated that the Juniors
case of the Hong Kong Flu. She will also come to the aid by
may possibly need to be hos- assisting Mrs. Davis in any
pitalized for further care and way possible. They will be asexamination.
signed various duties both in
The Mallory Knights Charita- and outside her residence
ble Organization was informed
We urge the people of the
that there was little or no food
community to take note to this
at the house. The Knights felt
case and many others that are;
that this case could not wait
present in our city. We
ever
until Christmas and action was
need your financial support if,
taken immediately. A basket
we are to continue to endeavor
brought to Mrs. Davis's bedside
alleviate the suffering poverto
in hope that this would hold
itself brings about. You may
her until they could return with ty
send your contribution, large
more aid and assistance.
or small to The Mallory Knights I
The only assistance that Mrs.
Charitable Organization, In c.
old
years
little
ii
is
has
Davis
Hernando Street, Memphis,
280
Marvin Lewis Lockett of 856
38126
Tennessee
Tate Extended. He is the son
Herring, Jr., PresE.
D.
Rev.
wida
Lockett,
L.
Annie
of Mrs.
ow and the mother of nine other ident; Shelia Thompson, Junior
President; Harry L. Stron g ;
children.
General Director
stated
Strong,
L.
Harry
Mr.

Zetas Fete Amicae
During Yule Affair
M rs. Joy
spirit vice-president:
Horne, secretary; Mrs. Hilda
spirit reigned supreme Friday Helm, treasurer; Mesdames
when ZETA AMICAE of MEM- Onie Hunt, Anna Morris, and
PHIS (Auxiliary group) of -Al- Evelyn Spillers.
pha Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta ZETA chapter sorors in atPhi Beta Sorority, Inc.. was tendance were Bernice Callaentertained in the decorative way, antapokritis: Mary Chilsplendor of the stately resi- ders. Marguerite Cox, Tamais;
dence of the basileus, Mrs. Cassandra Harris, Marie JorLoretta Kateo, 2216 Henry st. dan, Velma McChriston, Rolast week.
-Setta Peterson, Utoka Quarles.
The group began gathering Lillian Stokes, grammateus;
at 3 o'clock and remained un- and Julia Lane Williamson.
til early evening enjoying a
sumptive feast of turkey and
ham and appetizing delicacies. Music, chatter and photography added to the gaiety of
the occasion, along with the
exchange of gifts among the
ZETA mother — daughter
group.
AMICAE members present
were Mrs. Annie L. Higgins,
president; Mrs. Rosette Clark,
A

festive

holiday

BUY BONDS

HELPING SANTA CLAUS
— Each year the Bluff
City Junior Chamber of
Commerce does its bit to
help see that all of the
children in Memphis and
a
have
Shelby County
Merry Christmas by pro-

tiding toys and clothing to
some of the less fortunate,
and give a benefit dance to
raise funds for the project.
Here members and some
wives are seen just before
Christmas filling shopping
bags to be delivered.
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